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INTRODUCTION 
Purpose of Investigation 
The purpose of this study was to describe the post -Permian 
stratigraphy, geologic history, ground water resources and geo- 
economic materials present in Jefferoon County, Nebraska. The 
objectives of the study were best attained only by doing the 
study as an exploration eroject. Presentation of previously 
unpublished surface and subsurface data was possible by using 
large scale parallel series cross sections. Cross seckdons, 
Plates 2-4 (which are located on Plate 1 in pocket), constitute 
the frerework of this study and are the most important single 
element produced as a result of the study. Large scale cross 
sections of this type are not only practical but essential for 
field workers, whether they are geologists, water well contrac- 
tors, hydrologists, soil scientists, sand and gravel contrac- 
tors or men representing clay product industries. The post- 
keemian geologic evolution of Jefferson County and the control 
which geology ha e on the eround water resources are cleerly il- 
lustrated by these cross sections. 
Geography 
Jefferoon County, I;ebraska is located in southeastern Neb- 
reska, on the 'eaneas-Lebreska stateline (2i, 1). Civil boun- 
2 
daries define the borders of tLe county, ',,aJlington County, 
Kansas borders the county on the south, Thayer County, Nebraska 
on tho west, ;caline Count', Nebraska on the north and Gage 
County, i-ebraska on the east 1). Elate T shows the loca- 
tion of towns, townships north and .ran ;es e:,tst, The county is 
24 miles long east-west, and 24 miles ncrth-south. 
Area covered in 
investigation 
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Fig. 1. Area index map. 
..belief relationships existing in the county were used to 
sub-divide it into five physioraphic units (Plate 5). Under 
such a classification system the following units are recognized& 
(1) plains; (2) dissected plains; (3) rolling hills; (4) bluffs 
and escarpments; and (5) valleys. Geologic control is reflect- 
ed by these major physioraphic units. This point is illus- 
trated by comparine; ilate 5 with the geologic cross sections 
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(Plates 2-4). Present-day landforms of the area are eiainly the 
result of pluvio-fluvial denudation of the underlying geolotjc 
material. lowland features, such as flood plain and their as- 
sociated deposits are the result of fluvial aggradation (alle- 
viation). A detailed discussion on the geomorphic evolution of 
the area is presented in the discussion on the geologic history 
of the area. 
The climate of the area is marked by wide seasonal varia- 
tions. inters are usually long and cold. The frost -free pe- 
riod ranges from 160 to 160 days from late April to early Oc- 
tober. This period can be considered the field season. Aver- 
age annual precipitation ranges from 25 to 30 inches. Lean an- 
nual temperature ranees from 50 to 55° F. Climatic environment 
controls the vegetation and geomorphic processes that are most 
active. 
Land use and vegetation are summarized in Table 1. Vegeta- 
tion can be interpreted from this table by associating it with 
land usage. Geology is both directly and indirectly responsible 
for the types of land usage present. Bost of the loess mantled 
areas of the county are under cultivation. Principal cultivat- 
ed crops are corn, wheat, sorghum and alfalfa. Cretaceous and 
Kansan Till outcrop areas are mainly uncultivated and support 
native grass stands. These locations represent the principal 
grazing areas within the county. 
-1.ble 1. Jeffe-2scn Gounty land use. 
,,,,altr.vomuusx 
resent iand Usage :t resent Acree 1.eeent f o Total cres 
Oropland (non-irric7at d) 234,000 63.4 (iLri.tod) 10,300 2.8 
iiance and iasture 93,900 25.4 
Forest and 400dlands 11,800 
Urban and Built-up 11,400 3.1 
Small water areas 100 trace 
Other Land 7,800 2.1 
Total acre in county 369,300 100.0 
Statistics from :,obr-,ska 
inventory, .able 8. 
:oil and dater 
METHODS OF INVE2TIGA2ION 
Consori:tion Needs 
,-;evrJral difforent methods of investigation were used on 
this 4roject. urfce d ubsurfco explor:Ation wothois were 
used extonsivelj. Interzion of the data wade a eractical 
study of the area economically possible. J:aboratory ods 
were used to a limit,d extent, but only to obtain iuelitative 
results. Listed below i a suwzary of the 1,,ethods: 
1. lava' ceoloic fr,Ilewerk of the area was accomplished 
by aroximately 230 wiles of surface cross &motion 
traverses. 
2. Hypsometric and planiwetric conurol for the cross sec- 
tions, water wells anu test holes were obtained by the 
following nethodes (a) U. urvey 7.5 
Ainute series, 1:24,000, 10 foot contour interval, 
(Topogrhic) liadran10 maps where coverage was avail- 
able; (b) U. c;oological .urvey, ,es,ern United 
States 1;250,000, 50 foot contour interval, Lincoln 
NK-14-12 topographic map; (c) Altimeter surveys sup- 
plied additional control on the Lincoln NK-14-12 topo- 
graphic map; (d) laanimetric location of wells and 
test holes in areas not covered by method (a) was ob- 
tained from aerial photographs. 
3. Representative rock samples were obtained for all the 
major Cretaceous outcrop types present in the area. 
These samples, along with detailed field notes, sub- 
surface samples and well log descriptions, are the 
criteria used to establish the lithologic and hydro- 
logic characteristics of the geologic formations in 
the area. 
4. Heasured sections of outcrops were not made, except 
for one detailed measured section of the Greenhorn 
Limestone. An adeluatestudy of this area cannot be 
made with measured sections because of the lack of 
outcrop exposures in most of the area. 
5. A rock color chart prepared by L. N. Goddard and 
others, and distributed by the Geological Society of 
America, was used to describe rock colors in the field. 
Throughout the remainder of this report, color adjec- 
tives, followed by a color notation symbol, represent 
rock color based on this chart. Color adjectives not 
accompanied by a color notation symbol are broad gen- 
eralizations. 
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6. Field descriptions of erain size are based on the 
laden-eentworth grade scale. 
7. Subsurfeee data wes obtained from logs of water wells, 
test holes and electric logs. everal different 
sources supplied this information and they are listed 
in the aeeendix. Ilater well and test hole location 
numbers are in accordance with the system used by the 
Ground Water Branch of the ii, S. Geological survey. 
8. Textural peels were run on Greenhorn Limestone samples 
obteined from the site of the detailed measured Green- 
horn Limestone section. riven on Page 39. The peels 
were studied under the petrographic microscope and 
classified by the system of Folk (1959). 
9. ualitative insoluble residue tests were run on some 
samples of Greenhorn Limestone and calcite -cemented 
sandstones of the Dakota Group. 
10. Large scale parallel -to -nearly -parallel cross sections 
were used to illustrate the subsurface geology. It is 
possible by this technique to show areal and temporal 
distribution of rock stratigraphic units in a form 
readily assimilated and interpreted by the profession- 
al geoloeist or the layman. en understanding, of the 
ground water resources of the area is not possible un- 
til some understanding of the sedimentetional history 
is known. Plates 2-4 provide the reader with an illus- 
tration by which sedimentetional history and the re- 
sulting distribution of ground water resources can be 
8 
understood. 
The methods of investigation just outlined were employed 
while conductin field work in the area. field work was car- 
ried on continuously from June to early ::yeptember, 1962 and 
then intermittently until late December, 1962. 
IF&ORTALT PRLVIOUS II VEJTIGATIONS 
Many workers concerned with the geology of Nebraska have 
contributed ideas related either directly or indirectly to the 
geology of Jefferson County. A detailed summary of previous 
work in the area is Oxen by Weidler (1954). Only what is con- 
sidered the more important of previous investigations that have 
yielded large amounts of data on a county -wide basis will be 
discussed. There are seven such investiutions. come of the 
data compiled has been published, but a larger amount remains 
unpublished. 
Hayes (1925) describes the soils and their areal distribu- 
tion in the county. When this investigtion was carried on, 
Nebraska soil scientists realized the importance of parent ma- 
terial. Armed with this concept, field workers turned out a 
soils map of the area which can be used to make a reliable geo- 
logic map that shows the areal distribution of outcropping bed- 
rock and mantle rock. 
Lugn (19?j5) made a detailed study of the 'fleistocene geol- 
ogy of Nebraska. Lack of abundant subsurface data forced Luela 
to study rleistocene sediments at the surface in many areas of 
9 
the state. It is now recognized that the Pleistocene sediments 
are most adequately studied only with the aid of subsurface 
drill hole information. This statement applies equally as well 
to Jefferson County; however, there are good Pleistocene expo- 
sures in the area. Lugn makes many references to the surface 
Pleistocene geolosj of Jefferson County. Lugn's discussion 
puts forth ideas that are substantiated by the Pleistocene sed- 
iments in Jefferson County. 
Reed (1946) compiled a preliminary ground water map and 
seve.rel profile sections of the county. This is the first re- 
port on the area based mainly on subsurface data. The test 
hole data secured by Reed and his co-workers is the best sub- 
surface Pleistocene data available on the area. 
Weidler (1954) studied the pre -Pleistocene geology of the 
county end was concerned mainly with Cretaceous stratigraphy. 
Two significant contributions of the investigation weret (1) a 
geologic map of southern and western Jefferson County, Eebraska; 
and (2) an excellent detailed discussion on the evolution of 
the terminology of the Dakota Group. 
Test hole drilling has and still is being carried on by 
the Conservation and Survey Division of the University of Neb- 
raska in cooperation with the U. 6. Geological survey in this 
area. Rotary type drilling equipment is used in this drilling 
program. This investigation has obtained accurate subsurface 
Pleistocene data which is used extensively in this report. The 
data is available and can be obtained from the Conservation and 
10 
Survey Division of the university of Nebraska. 
Stanolind Cil Company ',fairing the early 1950's drilled ap- 
proximately 160 stratigra:ahic tests that ended in Council Grove 
and Chase Croup rocks of Permian. see. Average depth of these 
tests ranged from 600 to 800 feet. ,-,lectric logs of these holes 
were made available to the writer by Pan American Petroleum 
Corporation. Analysis of these logs yielded vital new data on 
depth to the Persian 
-Cretaceous unconformity. The electric 
logs oleo provided pertinent lithologic data on, the Dakota 
Group. 
The Dale Veatch Water Well Drilling firm h.os been and still 
is actively investigating the area. This buainess establishment 
is very interested in the Cretaceous and :Pleistocene around wa- 
ter aal-ifers. ?lost of the work has been done with cable tool 
drilling ecluipment. This drilling method provides excellent 
samples, depth control and data regarding hydrologic properties 
cf forrations drilled. Over 250 detailed driller's logs plus 
7 .ny less detailed logs were provided by this firm. These lots 
were correlated and data tabulated on a loa fora of the 
type shown in the appendix, Page 127. All well ltitudea and 
loc tions were determiced by the author. 
STR-2IGRaraiIC NOIUNOLJdaNRE akiD CORarZATION 
Stratigrchic nomenclature used to map the rock units of 
the area is that being emi.loyed by the Nebraska Geological Sur- 
vey. A thorough discussion of this nomenclature cnn be found 
11 
in Condra and 'jieed (1943, 1)59) and Condra, .eed and Gordon 
(1950). A full diocussion of the rock-stratigraphic units with 
fornal strntigrnphic nomenclature ib not possible. 
It is not the purpose here to discuss the evolution of 
stratigraphic nomenclature or the renionnl correlation of for- 
mal rock-stratigraphic units n.resent In the area. Condra, Reed 
and Gordon (1950), eidler (1954) and Condra and need (1nn9) 
cover this phase of the stratigraphy in detail. Correlation in 
the area and with. adjacent areas is bnsed on both nurfnce and 
subsurface data. Interration of these data provides correla- 
tion for most of the rock-stratigraphic units. The correlation 
of certain rock-stratigranhic unit n 1.8 less well founded and 
:oat certainly open to question. 
n EY 
The strntinFrashic relationship of the units of ,erni-in, 
Creticeous and ,leistocene are is illustrated on ilnte 2-4. A 
generalized noolonic section for the area is given on 4late 6. 
fiernien 
lock...strntinrophic units belonging to this sjstez do not 
ononoat in tho county. nubsurface data indicate th,t the en- 
tire rea is underlain ny linentone :And shale for- ts.ons of the 
Chase Group. .nresent Nebraska usane pinces the Chose Croup as 
the unnornost nroup in the Big L1ue eries. This series is ap- 
proxim,tely euivalent to the nationally reconizoci olienmp 
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PLATE 6 
Generalized geologic section of post -Admire Group (Permian 
System) rock-stratigraphic units present in Jefferson 
County, Nebraska. 
0 
..) 
0 
0 
0 
-1 
;... 
0 
i..... 
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Stage Rock-Stratigraphic Units General Character 
Recent 
Wisconsin 
Valley Alluvium & Loess Clay, silt, sand & gravel. 
0 
P4 0 
al 
0 a 
0 
4" 0 
a) H 
la, 
Peorian Formation Light grayish tan, clayey 
silt. Sangamon 
Illinoian 
Loveland Formation 
Reddish brown, clay loess 
with sand laminae in lower 
part. 
Crete Formation Sand & gravel. 
Yarmouth 
Kansan 
Sappa Formation Greenish gray, silty clay. 
Grand Island Formation Sand & gravel. 
Kansan Till Yellowish gray, boulder 
clay till. 
Formation Poorly sorted, sand & grav- 
el,Atchison very heterogeneous. 
Aftonian Fullerton Formation Light yellowish brown, clayey silt. 
Nebraskan 
Holdrege Formation Sand & gravel. 
Seward Formation 
Medium 
-light gray, calcare- 
ous silt, basal limestone 
gravel. 
0 
0 
0 
. -7, 
m 
;-, 
0 
m 
a 
o. 
,, 
0 
'o 
m 
0 
r-i 
o 
Carlile Shale 
(Fairport Shale Member) 
Light gray shale with thin 
limy layers. 
Greenhorn Limestone 
Inoceramus bearing lime - 
stone beds with interbedded 
marl and shale beds. 
Graneros Shale 
Medium -dark gray calcareous, 
carbonaceous shale. 
S-, 
m 
,, 
6 
1-1 
-1=c 
; S 
ri 
CI 
Omadi Sandstone 
Fine 
-medium, friable sand- 
stone with interbedded gray 
clay shale & some varicolor- 
ed clay. 
Skull Creek Shale 
Varicolored clay with some 
interbedded sandstone beds. 
Cloverly Formation Fine -medium, friable sand- stone & varicolored clay. 
z 0 
P 
tar 
4), 
Chase 
Group 
Nolans Limestone thru 
Wreford Limestone 
Limestone & shale. 
Council 
Grove Group 
Speiser Shale thru 
Foraker Limestone 
Limestone & shale. 
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DrillinE; depth to the Chase Group can be determined from 
2lote3 2-4. .hese wt.ti ere obtained minly from electric logs. 
An error of plus or miwi 25 feet is present at I- es. 
results from the lltholocic cuter of the u.1,6 Dakota 
Group of i.,;letseous a6u neinE similor. Thin sasdsone units of 
the Dakota Group were undietinuishable from Group 
atone unis, on many of the electric loLs. It is possible to 
pick the unconfermitj accurtely. only part 
of the time with electric lee;s of the type .sod. fhis unconferm- 
ity con be accutoly picked mith good drill sAaples and drill- 
in time records. 
Depth to the Maze cretcst in the 2cuthWest cor- 
ner of the county ni is about 600 feet. The most shsllow sub- 
surface occurrence . the Chase Group is in the. Little.lo 
:aver Valley south of :Gtoalc Nebraska on the X,ansms-Nob- 
rusk& lino. 73onham No. 1, ja-1-31dd, Istrface sltitudc 194 
feet drilled out of the Dakota r'sroup into the Nolans Limestone 
of the Chase Grou.p at a deth of 5')1 foot. Lois of two deep 
water wells inlic:tc the shallow depth of the. Ohse :,7c.oup in 
T. 1 L., 1. 4 L. Mrtidl dmta from tho lops follog: 
A1-4-19 bad, altitude 1313 ft. 
Dakota Group --hoe Group unconformity. 
A1-4-26 bbb, altitude 1379 ft. 
Dako'ca Group --top liorinEton Limestone Nember 
Nolns Limestone (7), Chase Group. 
Depth in feet. 
73 
( )98 
die Groij. is ovorl:,in uneonformably the Dakota 
Group throughout tho are d sxcept fo:? two loc,,a aroas. In those 
'640 areas, .'loistocene sediments rest unconfornahly on the 
14 
Chase Group. lluvial sediments filling the .main chonnel of 
the Little Blue iver Valley below Steele City, Nebraska may be 
resting unconformabiy on the Chase Group. Pleistocene sedi- 
ments rest uncon1'oruably on the Chase Group in the northeast 
part of T. 4 N., 4 E. Test hole WA 1Odd, surface altitude 
1381 feet confirms this statement. 
Deoth in feet. 
uaternory System--IPleistocene 
Sand and Gravel 85 to 288 
Permian System --Chase Group. 
Shale, light gray to bluish green; 
medium to dark gray below 290.6 ft. . . . 288 to 300 
Plates 2-4 illustrate the magnitude and areal relationship of 
the Permian -Cretaceous unconformity. 
Cretaceous System 
The Cretaceous Syaten in Jefferson County consists of the 
Dakota Group and the Colorado Group. The complete Dakota Group 
includes the Cleverly Formation, :Aull Creek Shale and Omodi 
Sandstone. The Colorado group is represented by the Craneros 
hale, Greenhorn Limestone and Fairport Shale Nember of the 
Carlile Formation. 
Dakota Group. Three formations compose the .03,koto Group 
in Eastern Nebraska. These three formtions are recognizable 
at the surface and in. the subsurface from Jefferson County 
northaard to Dakota County, Nebraska. The Group was naaed by 
Leek and adden, 1362, (Condra and. Aeod, 1959). ince that 
year, the Dakota Group has become one of the most con t.roversial 
and least understood grouos present on the North American 
15 
Continent. Leek and hayden confused the issue by not establish- 
ing a standard section or type locality in Dakota County, heb- 
raska. Condra and Reed (1943) selected auch a ty e loc lity in 
conformance with the aurposes of heck and jayden, i.e., in Da- 
kota County. Tester (1931, 1952) diacussed the terminoloey of 
the Dakota Group in detail with special emphasis on the ace of 
the group. Weidler (1954) discussed in detail the evolution of 
the nomenclature of the Dakota Group in Nebraska. The same 
three map units are employed in this study as used by aeidler 
in the southern part of Jefferson County to map the Dakota Group. 
Dakota Group nomenclature as now used in eastern hebraska 
can best be illustrated by the renaming of several formations 
encountered in Jefferson County wells with the type locality 
selected by Condra and Reed (1943) and by reional correlation 
ahich :LL; :ho an on Plate 7. The following excerpt from Condra 
and teed (1959) summarizes the change in terminology: 
Cretaceous System (pp. 14-20) In the Dakota Group 
the Cmadi formation of eastern hebraska is now recog- 
nised as equivalent to the flowry sandstones of western 
Nebraska including the oil productive Gurley ("D") and 
Cruise ("J") sandstones; the "Fuson" shale of eastern 
Nebraska is now correlated as equivalent to the Skull 
Creek, and the "Lakota" sandstone of eastern Nebraska 
is equivalent to the Fall River sandstone of western 
Nebraska and the Black Hills. The Fuson shale and La- 
kota sandstones seem to be represented only in western 
Nebraska, principally in the northern aaat of the Pan- 
handle, but may have thin eauivalents in the Denver- 
Julesburg Basin of the southern Panhandle. 
Following is a section of the Dakota Group made by (Condra and 
Reed (1943) in the vicinity of the proposed type locality, on. 
the outcrop and from well loma, total thickness is 392 feet, 
located in :sec. 1i, 27 N., R. 8 E. 
16 
Zhickness 
in feet. 
Omadi sandstone formation (new name) . . . . 
(1) 3andstone, masaive, indurated, aith 
some ironstone 
147. 
3 
(2) Interbedded shales and sandstones . . 22 
(3) Sandstone, medium light gray to brown - 
gray, medium grained, in part friable, 
in part indurated 'as0 
(4) Interbedded yellow to rusty eandatones 
and gray, slightly sandy clay shales, 
with four zones of ironstone 
'Sandstone, rusty, friable 
Interbedded gray, sandy, clay shalos and 
yellow, unconsolidated sandstones . . 
sandstone, masaive, crossbedded, with 
an ironstone zone at top 
Sandstone, buff to yellow, massive, 
friable, with an ironstone zone at top 
Interbedded rusty yellow sand atone with 
ironstone zones and gray, sandy, clay 
shale 
(10) Sandstone, buff to rusty, massive, 
crossbedded 
(11) Sandstone, light gray, fine to medium 
rained 
2. Fuson shale (Skull Creek Shale)*, 
a well northwest of Homer 
(1) Shale, varicolored red and light aray, 
argillaceoue to slightly sandy 
(2) Shale, medium dark gray, with some red 
mottling, argillaceous to sandy . . . 
(3) Shale, medium liFtit ;ray, part brown 
and red tined, aandy 
3. Lakota sandstone (Cloverly iormation)* thick- 
ness 170 feet in well northwest of Eomer . . 
(1) Sandstone, light gray and brown -gray, in 
part coaree-grained, and friable, in 
part fine grained. and dense, (Fuson ? ) 
(2) Shale, gray, red brown and yellow vari- 
colored, sandy, with common spherulitic 
siderite concretions, (Fuson ?) . . . . 
andetone, light :ry, fine -brained, 
some interbedded dark gray, carbonaceous 
shale 
(4) Sandy shale and argillaceous sandstone, 
light gray, with much spherulitic 
siderite 
Sandstone, liaht gray, fine-!3rained, 
friable, with much spherulitic aiderite 
drilled in 
(3) 
(5) 
11 
2.2 
2..2 
3 
16 
58 
11 
9 
75 
10 
15 
50 
170 
15 
20 
10 
15 
15 
17 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
(10) 
(11) 
(12) 
(13) 
ihickness 
in feet. 
andstone, liuht gray, medium to 30 rec- 
rined, friable 8 
Candy shale, red and light gray, 
varicolored 12 
izardetone, light brownish gray, fine- 
grained, friable and spherulitic 
siderite concretions 15 
3andstone, argillaceous, light grey, 
grading to sandy shale 5 Sandstone, light gray, fine-grained, 
friable 20 
ergillaceous sandstone to sandy shale, 
gray to pink, micaceous 5 
Sandstone, light gray, fine to eedium- 
grained, micaceoue, spherulitic, friab e 20 
:eandstone, light pinkish grey, medium to 
coarse-greined with some chert pebbles 10 
ROTE: The beds above numbered 3 (1) and 3 
were measure t. on outcrop located 3A mi. SI; of lonca 
(Middle eeet side, sec. 31, T. 30 N., R. 7 L.); number 
3 (3) is from the record of a well in W -NE gee. 33, 
T. 28 N., R. 8 L.); numbers 3 (4)-(10) on outcrops 
in SW A Sec. 23, T. 27 E., R. 8 L.; number 3 (11) and 
lower are from the record of the well in the NW-lth, 
Sec. 33, T. 28 N., R. 8 E, 
renaming by aut or. 
The following well log is from the records of the Nebraska 
Geological Survey and the description of the samples is by 
E. C. Reed. The correlation using new names is by the author. 
Bonham ,e1 well, :enter 3LA SE;: sec. 11, T. 1 K., R. 1 L., alti- 
tude 1594' (altitude determined by author). 
I. Recent end ileistocene loess 
0reteceous System -- Colorado Group 
1. Greenhorn Limestone 
(1) fragments of light gray to white 
limestone, many Globigerina . . . 
Limestone, yellowish and light gray, 
granular, foraminiferal, with common 
aragonite and fragments of Inoceremus 
labiatus 
2. Graneros 
(2) 
(2) 
Thickness 
in feet. 
15 
120 
35 
5 
30 
85 
13 
ihickness 
in feet. 
(1) Shale, dark gray speckled, very cal- 
careous, foraminiferal Globigerina 
and dark gray, argillaceous, fora- 
miniferal limestone 45 
(2) Limestone, bluish -gray, dense, 
granular to crystalline, in part 
sandy, with much pyrite 20 
(3) Limestone, as above, with common 
sandy limestone, much pyrite and 
some aragonite 10 
(4) Shale, bluish -gray, argillaceous, 
massive, soft, very slightly 
calcareous 10 
III. Cretaceous System -- Dakota croup L56 
1. Cmadi sandstone 185 
(1) Shale, medium dark gray to black, 
argillaceous to silty with some sand- 
stone laminae 35 
(2) Shale, as above, and sandstone, fine 
to medium -grained, subangular, gray, 
with some sa'aerulitio siderite . . . 20 
(3) Shale, varicolored light green -gray, 
rouge red, aid yellowish, and some 
spherulitic siderite 10 
(4) Spherulitic siderite and varicolored 
shale, as above 10 
(5) Light gray to white, argillaceous 
clay and siltstone 10 
(6) Sand, fine to tedium -grained, sub - 
angular, light gray, with common 
light gray calcareous cemented sand- 
stone 10 
(7) Silt -fine sand, brownish -gray with 
some calcareous sandstone 10 
(8) Sand, brownish, ferruginous, fine to 
medium -grained, subangular, with 
some light gray and purplish clay 
shale 10 
(9) Sand, brownish -gray, fine to medium 
coarse, subangular to subrounded, 
ferruginous, and same as above 
. . 25 
(10) Sand, fine to medium coarse to 
pebbly, brownish -gray with some 
pyrite ar.d some shale . . . . . . 35 
2. Fuson Shale (Skull Creek Shale -- new 
terainclogy) 100 
(1) Clay shale, rouge red and light 
green -gray varicolored, argillaceous, 
massive, silty near base, sandy near 
top 30 
'aickness 
in feet. 
(2) ':and, brownish, fine to medium 
coarse and clay shale, medium - 
gray, arFillaceous 10 
(3) Oly shale, light green -gray arld 
rouge -red, arillaceous to silty . 4 
(4) pink to brown, fine to medium 
corse varicolored shale 6 
(5) Clay shle, varicolored red, green - 
gray, and dark gry, untjllsceous 
massive, sandy near top 13 
(6) Clay shale, mottled light greenish - 
gray and pinkish to red, argillace- 
ous to silty 37 
Lakota Sandstone (Cloverly ioration -- 
new terminology) 171 
(1) Sandstone, 1143t yellowish -gray to 
pinkish, fine-grained at top, medium 
coarse at base, friable 40 
(2) Clay shale, mottled greenish -gray, 
brownish -red, and dark gray . . . 30 
(3) Sandstone, liEht toff, fine to 
medium coarse, friable, with some 
coal from 500' to 510' 38 
(4) Clay shale, light 6reenish-gray and 
reddish -brown mottled, with common 
sand, and some light gray to bluish- 
rray, argillaceous limestone in 
lower part 22 
(5) Sandstone,lit yellowish-6ray, 
medium corse, subarifular to sub - 
rounded, friable, with some greenish - 
gray, bluish -gray, and pink clay 
shale 30 
(6) Clay shale, -reddish -brown and green- 
ish -gray, asie 6 
(7) Sandstone, yellowish -gray, fine to 
medium coree, friable, with some 
dark grimy shkde and argillaceous 
limestone 5 
IV. Permian System 739 
ihe following well log is from Condra, 6chrugm, and Lugn 
(1931), but the correlation is by the author; t-eynolds well, 
Oefferson Jounty, Eebraska, sec. 35, T. 1 E., R. 1 altitude 
bout 1574', depth, 1°47'. 
13 
ihickness 
in feet. 
(1) Shale, dark gray speckled, very cal- 
careous, foraminiferal Globigerina 
and dark gray, argillaceous, fora- 
miniferal limestone 45 
(2) Limestone, bluish -gray, dense, 
granular to crystalline, in part 
sandy, with much pyrite 20 
(3) Limestone, as above, with common 
sandy limestone, much pyrite and 
some aragonite 10 
(4) Shale, bluish -gray, argillaceous, 
massive, soft, very slightly 
calcareous 10 
III. Cretaceous System -- Dakota croup L56 
1. Cmadi sandstone 185 
(1) Shale, medium dark gray to black, 
argillaceous to silty with some sand- 
stone laminae 35 
(2) Shale, as above, and sandstone, fine 
to medium -grained, subangular, gray, 
with some sa'aerulitio siderite . . . 20 
(3) Shale, varicolored light green -gray, 
rouge red, aid yellowish, and some 
spherulitic siderite 10 
(4) Spherulitic siderite and varicolored 
shale, as above 10 
(5) Light gray to white, argillaceous 
clay and siltstone 10 
(6) Sand, fine to tedium -grained, sub - 
angular, light gray, with common 
light gray calcareous cemented sand- 
stone 10 
(7) Silt -fine sand, brownish -gray with 
some calcareous sandstone 10 
(8) Sand, brownish, ferruginous, fine to 
medium -grained, subangular, with 
some light gray and purplish clay 
shale 10 
(9) Sand, brownish -gray, fine to medium 
coarse, subangular to subrounded, 
ferruginous, and same as above 
. . 25 
(10) Sand, fine to medium coarse to 
pebbly, brownish -gray with some 
pyrite ar.d some shale . . . . . . 35 
2. Fuson Shale (Skull Creek Shale -- new 
terainclogy) 100 
(1) Clay shale, rouge red and light 
green -gray varicolored, argillaceous, 
massive, silty near base, sandy near 
top 30 
part of the formation. The fermetion rests ueeonformably on 
the Chase Group and is overlain conformably by the :skull Creek 
shale. Formation thickness ranges from 3-175 feat. it is 
thickest in the southwest corner of the county end thins east- 
ward. Lastward thineing resulte prom depositional overlap onto 
the underlying Chase Group which. rises relatively rapidly in 
the subsurface of eastern. di ffereon Courty. 
li verticel eendetone escerpmeet forme the eest bank of the 
Little Blue River just eoeth of she brides went of eteele City 
in sec. 24, T. 1 N., t. 3 ,eidler (1954) suggests that the 
lower 20-25 feet of the outcrop represents the Cloverly Forma- 
tion. tie assigned the middle and teeeer parts of the sandstone 
outcrop to the `skull Creek ehle. The author tentatively sug- 
gests that the entire sandstone unit is in stratigraphic con- 
tinuity with the Skull Creek :whale. 
Weidier (1954) reeorte lenticular beds of erenule and peb- 
ble conelomeratee These conglomerates were inveetigeted but no 
lenticular beds were found enclosed within the eareesone. and - 
stone occurs below the cenelomerete leneee but not above them. 
A post 
-Dakota Group ch .neel h.s been cut into the sandstone 
body expoeed elone the river bank (Trig. 2). All conglomerate 
leneea found are on this old erosional surface that was filled 
by sand and gravel in early Pleistocene time. Iron seal manes-. 
ium oxide -cemented conglomerate lenses are preeent in sand end 
grevel deoosits that are uneuestionably of fleistoceee age. 
They occur in the ea et tank of a nortneastward trending inter- 
mittent stream in the NEA, sec. 23$ i'.. 1 N., R. 3 E. (Fig. 3). 
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Fig. 2. Post -Dakota Group channel. 
Fig. 3. ileistocene, iron and magnesium oxide -cemented 
conglomerate lenses. Last bank of intermittent stream in the 
NEA, sec. 23, T. 1 F., R. 3 E. 
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ales from both localities have been comeered megascopically 
and were found to be indistinguishable from the basis of miner- 
alogic composition. These lenticular conelomeretes should not 
be confused with thin case hardened sandstone zones containing 
weathered Skull Creek shale granules and pebbles that have 
formed at places as a resistant cap on some sandstone bodies. 
The Cleverly. Formetion-Skull Creek Shale contact as sh3wn 
on ilates 2-4 is nothihg more than an arbitrarily placed line 
that most certainly is open to question and several different 
interpretations. Information obtained from test hole drilling 
programs is almost useless for correlation purposes unless the 
entire thickness of the eakota Iroup is drilled. 
Sandstones of the Cloverly Formation are ground water 
aquifers under considerable hydraulic pressure. Both salt and 
fresh water aquifers are thought to be present. An industrial 
well, A2-2-25aaa, Plate 4, cross section H -H', is pumping fresh 
water from a sandstone aquifer under aperoximately 110 feet of 
hydraulic pressure. only a few wells in the area eroduce water 
from the Cloverly 
-.Jormetion, but all known wells pump fresh wa- 
ter. These wells are in the ceneral, not the western part of 
the county where the aquifers are thouebt to be dominantly salt- 
y. The formation will probebly be proved saline in the south- 
western part of the county, end possibly ell alone the wee -ern 
tier of townships. 
Skull Creek Shale. Varicolored clay is the dominant lith- 
ology of the formation. The Skull Creek Ghale is continental 
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in origin. Local inhabitants refer to the unit as fire clay 
because it is the raw materiel used in the manufecturo of high 
euelity building brick and tile. The clay is naseive and pos- 
sesses no bedding features. The clay is best described as a 
mottled clay eessessing high plasticity. Base color of the 
clay ranges from medium light gray (N 6) to very lieht grey 
(N 5). This base color is mottled from light red (5 e 6/6) to 
very dark red (5 A 2/6). Red mottling is caused by the pres- 
ence of finely disseminated iron oxides (mainly hematite) pres- 
ent in the clay. Granule' and pebble hematite gravels weather 
out on exposed surfeces. Lenticular, cross -bedded, fine to 
medium grained, friable, quartz sandstone beds occur within the 
mottled clay, but probably account for less than 10 percent of 
the total. Light gray (N 7) to very light gray (X 8) poorly 
indurated silt ienses are also present, but relatively unimpor- 
tant. ia11 lens -shaped calcited-cemented concretionary sand- 
stone bodies may exist within larger sandstone bodies. 
Four diagnostic characteristics of the ;ekull Creek 'ehele 
are: 
1. reed mottling. 
2. Abundance of iron erg and pebbles (hematite very 
abundant--siderite much less abundant). 
3. Lack of bedding. 
4. Von -calcareous nture and plastic eroperties of the 
clay when wet. 
The thickness of the formation varies considerably and it 
ranges from 0-200 feet. ebst-depositional pre-Sleietocene 
erosion has completely removed the formation in the northeast 
corner of the county. The Skull Creek Shale rests conformably 
on the Cloverly Formation where it is present and eloewhere it 
rests unconfornably on the Chase Grouo. Where the varicolored 
clay bolongino to the Skull Creek Shale lies on varicolored 
clay of the Cloverly Formation, it is impossible to differenti- 
ate the two units. Cverlyinr; the Skull Creek Shale is the 
Omadi Sand ore which rests conformably in places and. discon- 
formably at other places on the shale (lates 2-4). Where the 
Omadi :;ands tone has been reooved by erosion, the Skull Creek 
Shale crops out at the surface or is overlain unconfcrmably by 
Jileistocene sedimerts. 
Good surface outcrops of the Skull Creek Shale occur in 
the scuteootern ;art of the county. An excellent exposure oc- 
curs in sec. 8, T. 1 L., R. 3 E., at the open pit mine of the 
ondicott Clay Products Company. Surface outcroos of the Skull 
Creek Shale can be traced southward for miles into Kansas. 
2his shale is equivalent to what 1.11mmer and fioLary (1942) 
called the Terra Cotta Cloy Member of the Dakota Formation. 
Jaese workers make an important statement regardinv their mea- 
sured section of the Dakota Formation. They show no sandstone 
bodies, but state that one can be inserted onyhere in the sec- 
tion eith asouro7.ce that it will occur in some locality. This 
relationship is well substantiated by both surface and subsur- 
face data for the Skull Creek Shale in Jefferson County. 
Sandstone bodies within the Skull Creek Shale are saturated 
dth salt or fresh water except where drained by unfavorable 
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topography. These sandstone aquifers are confined and under 
considerable pressure. :some of the sandstone bodies contain 
saltwater while others contain fresh water, but no specific 
sandstone body is known to contain. both salt and fresh water. 
from analysis of many well logs, it is thought that these sand- 
stone aquifers will be salty in T. 1 & 2 N., a. 1 & 2 E. Fresh 
water sandstone aluifers are present in 
' 1 & 2 N., 3 & 4 E. 
Summarizing these data, the sandstone aquifers within the Skull 
Creek Shale are probably salty south of the Little Blue Aver 
to the Kansas state line from the point where it enters the 
county to a point where it leaves sec. 36 T. 2 N., R. 2 L. 
A test hole drilled for the City of Fairbury, A2-2-15dbb 
penetrated eight feet of sandstone containing salt water under 
101 feet of hydraulic pressure. Confininis pressure equal to 
175 feet of hydraulic head is known to exist in sandstones with- 
in the Skull Creek .Permeability of the iron oxide - 
cemented sandstones is relatively high because the sandstones 
in general are poorly cemented but are cemented well enough to 
permit open bore hole completion of domestic wells. Permeabil- 
ity does vary within and between different iron oxide -cemented 
sandstone bodies and is explained by differing degrees of cement- 
ation. The porosity and permeability are greatly reduced where 
calcite -cemented sandstone bodies are encountered. such zones 
make very poor aquifers, and in. most cases are so impermeable 
that they are unsaturated. 
Omadi sandstone. Condra and Seed (1943) named the Umadi 
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;andstone. The lit' °logic types, sandstone, ironstone, vari- 
colored clay and Grey .,hale are eresent in the unit. :erdstone 
beds consist of yolloeioh gray to reddish brown, cross -bedded, 
fine to nedium, friable, slightly micaceous and feldepethic, 
iron oxide 
-cemented, eaertz sandstone beds. iebular end lenti- 
cular cross 
-stratification bedding is common. Inclination of 
foreset beds present in tho tabular type cross-stre.tificetion 
ranges from 15-25 degrees. 
Limonite and he ratite form thin surface films on the eend 
~rains and loosely cement them together. Some cement in the 
form of siderite may be present. Spherulitic siderite is eras- 
ent but hard to recognize on the outcrop for it weather: to 
limonite. Ellipsoidal sba;ed sandstone bodies occur within 
larger sandstone bodies (Fig. 4), The ellipsoidal bodies are 
generally cemented with calcitee. These calcite -cemented sand- 
stones are well cemented and are classed as orthoquartzites by 
some workers. teebble-sized concrotione are abundant in the 
Omadi 'and tone. A tabular-sheeed cicite-cenented sandstone 
bed teo feet thick crow out at the edge of a lake in an old 
clay pit mine in the '"A, sec. 10 
itic siderite eellets are erceent 
lets have weathered to limonite. 
. 2 N., R. 2 E. Spherul- 
in the sandstone but the pel- 
;wineford (1947) found this 
sane occurrence in some calcite-ceeented sandstones from the 
Dekota Formation of Kansas. Though the amount of calcite - 
cemented sandstone is small, it is much more abundant than in 
the underlying Skull Creek Shale. 
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Fig. 4. 
.11ipsoidal-s1laped concretionary sandstone body, SEA INA, sec. 26, T. 1 N., R. 2 E. 
Conspicuous ironstone zones occur alone- bedding planes and 
cap meny of tie sandstone hills in T. 1 N., R. 2 3 S. These 
ironstone zones ere Toderate brown (5 YR 4/4) to dark yellowish 
orange (10 YR 6/6), well indurted, sli7htly micaceous, fine to 
medium, hi hly ferruginous, luertz sandstone. Soee beds are 
composed entirely of limonite which was deposited by precipita- 
tion of iron from solution in circulating :round waters. thick- 
ness of the ironstone beds ranzes from less then one inch to 
about one foot. A zone com2osed of several beds may attain a 
thickness of several feet. i'luru and lomary (1942) speak of 
these ironstone zones as case hardened sandstones. Thorp 
::reed (1949) interpreted some of these zones as being ground wa- 
ter laterites. 
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Varicolored clay is ;:resent but is far lees abundant than 
in the skull 'reek Jhele. Dark gray (N 3) to medium light gray 
(N 6) shale is the dominene facies present in the western part 
of the area. The shale is still :suite clayey but is laminated 
and displays true shale bedding character. ietics. Pyrite con- 
cretions and disseminated pyrite are minor constituents. el- 
enite crystals are present at some localities. In the western 
pert of the county, the grey shale contains very thin inter- 
bedded lignite seams averaging less than one-half inch in thick- 
ness. A good exposure of the gray shale occurs at an open pit 
mine just east of highway N 15 S in sec. 14, T. 1 E., A. 2 E. 
Aseocieted with the shele ere light gray, eyrite concretion 
beering, silty, poorly cemented, fine, ,luertz sandstone beds. 
These sandstone units ere generally less than five feet thick. 
.everal units with interbedded gray shale nay form a zone 10 to 
30 feet thick. This sandstone with interbedded gray shale zone 
is an important aquifier in the area surrounding Gladstone, 
Nebraska. 
Outcrops of Omadi dandetone produce bluff rd escarpment 
type topography south of eoee Creek in T. 1 N., e. 1-3 n. 
auviatile cut end fill channel sandstone bodies are present in 
T. 1 N., R. 2 & 3 B. They give the felse impression that the 
Dakota Group is dominantly sandstone. The Umadi sandstone in 
the southern part of the area may aeproach a maximum sandstone - 
shale ratiolalue of 1, but the ratio is somewhat less over an 
area of severel seuere miles. In the western. pert of the area, 
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especially T. 2 N., R. 1 a sandstone-shale ratio ranting 
from 1/10 to 3120 is realtstic and substantiated by well log 
data. 
The Omadi Sandstone ranges in thickness from 0-200 feet. 
irosional thinning of the formation occurs to the east end 
north. It is absent in the extreme eastern and northern Kart 
of the area. The fine textured sediments of this form tion 
contrast with the clays of the Creek ehele in thet they 
ere characterized by laminated bedding for the most part and 
are considerably lighter in color possessine lees red mottling. 
ehe omadi 'andstone rests conform ably on the skull Creek Male 
in the western cart of the area, but marked disconformity ex- 
ists between these tuo formations in T. 1 e., r. 2 & 3 flany 
deep fluviatile cut and fill channels have been cut into the 
Skull Creek Stale thet were 1 rater aegraded during the tiee of 
Omadi deeosition. The formation is overlain conformably by the 
Graneros ShIle,but at other elacee is overlain uneonformably 
by leistocene sediments (Plates 2-4). 
Fluvial erosion hes dissected the county south of nose 
:reek, with eny valleys cut into the Skull Creek Shale. The 
deep dineoction hes caused dewetering of meny of the sandstone 
bodies which would otherwise be mood aquifers. yore sandstone 
aquifers are still saturated in the extreme southern part of 
the area along the Kansas-Nebraska stete line. eermeability in 
the iron. oxide-cemented sandstone beds is high but variee with- 
in arid between sandstone bodies. host of the wells it the 
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Omadi Seandstone yield fresh water. The sandstone in the lower 
part of the gray shale facies of the Omadi i;endstone becomes 
sssty west from .Fairbury toward 
tic, siiV, fine sandstone zone 
of the grsy shale facies yielde 
Gladstone, 14ebraska. the pyri- 
occurring in the upper 100 feet 
fresh water. .with proper drill- 
ing and completion methods employed by competent drilling con- 
tr-ctors, excellent domestic wells can be developed in these 
thin pyritic, silty, sandstone zones. 
Lost of the Omadi Ssnastone aquifers are under pressure, 
but the ragnitude of the pressure is somewhat lees than that 
present in she Oloverly Sormetion or -kull creek Shale. 4ydrau- 
lie pressure ranging from 20-50 feet is of the correct order of 
magnitude for the Omadi eandetone. Low confining preseures and 
lack of pressure in some 
of toposraphic position, 
of the aquifers is :;he combined result 
shallow desth and loss of pressure and 
water to overlying unconsolidated a. leis toceno sediments. The 
hishly ferruginous sandstone or ironstone beds are aquife s 
where saturated. As a result of their low permeability, these 
ironstone zoned are suitbie only for the developwent of domes- 
tic supplies. The stiter eamped from an ironstone zone in sec. 
14, T. A. 2 . is abnormealy high in iron. 
In summary, the existence of three formations is recog- 
nized; however, their contacts are not well defined. until 
more subsurface infori 
-tion. from more comslete bore holes is 
available, the contacts or formation tops will be open to ques- 
tion. Very little is known about the Cloverly L'ormation. The 
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,skull Creek 2dnele consists of mottled clay possessing hieh plas- 
ticity when wet. Cut and fill chennel sandstones are present 
within this clay. The Omadi Sandszone is a grey shale facies 
ir the western eert of the area but becomes progreseively coars- 
er textured end continental to the east. Gonsidereble lateral 
variation can be expected in litholoser, and color when dealing 
with the Omadi c;andstone because of its several facies. 
rally Food domestic weter supplies and some industrial sup- 
plies have been developed in sandstones of the Dakota (roup. 
Though salt water sandstone aquifers are present, the number of 
known freoh water sendstore aquifers far outnumber the salt wa- 
ter saturated sandstoren. 
Colorado Group. Only the lower part of the Colorado Group 
(Graneros Shale, Greenhorn Limestone, and the Fairport shale 
Member of the Carlile 6hale) is present. It occurs in the wes- 
tern and extreme southern part of the county (Plates 2-4). 
This marine group provides a striking contrast with the under- 
lying continental 'Dakota Group and overlying continental ileis- 
tocene sediments. Thickness of the group ranges from 0 to 120 
feet. Thinning is a result of post 
-depositional erosion exept 
for about 15 feet of thickening and thinning present in the 
Graneros Shale. 
Graneroa Shale. The Graneros Shale was nai ed for Graneros 
Creek in l'ueblo County, Colorado. It consists of dark gray, 
carbonaceous, calcareous, laminated shale. The shale weathers 
with a fissile bedded apeearance. Carbonaceous material is 
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more abundant in the basal part of the formation.. The shale 
becomes progreeeively more calcareous in its ueee lert; thus, 
the shale is better indurated near the top of the formation. 
In many localities, the upper pnrt of tle ehele is oo well in- 
durated that drillers incorrectly cell it a blue liaentane. 
Bentonite layers two to six incho t1J_ek ere common in the up- 
per part of the shale. pecimens of ItIoueremuo lebietus occur 
throughout the chele but tend to be concentrated in thin, soft, 
limy layers :end very finely crystalline limestone beds one-half 
to too inches thick. The thine soft, limy layers are confined 
mainly to the upeer part of the shale whereas the very finely 
cryatellire li=estone beds occur as irdividuel beds with Ino- 
ceramus labiatus fragments end foseil fish remA.rs es cormon 
conotituents in the middle end lower pert of the formation. 
These thin, very finely crystellire limectores are petrograph- 
ically diatinct from the overlying Greenhorn. Limestone end be- 
come sandy and abundant in the basal pert of the sh^1e at some 
localities. EX01)5iVe petrographic study of some of these san- 
dy limeetonee mey ectuelly ceenee the field cleselfication, for 
some semelen Ley possess more then 50 eercert sand ty volume. 
Cone -in -cone structure is in the shale inrediately overlying 
these very finely crystalline linestores and candy limeetones 
in the basal part of the shale. The shale is candy in its low- 
er part but the first light gray friable, silty sandstone in 
layers greeter than six inches thick marks the top of the Omadi 
Sandstone (gray shale fecies). In the SW)4, eec. 36, T. 1 1., 
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R. 2 E., sandy limestone beds with interbedded gray shale rest 
on varicolored clay of the Omadi .nand ;tone. 
It is difficult to recognize the centect between the gray 
Graneros Shale ard the underlying gray shele feeies ef the 
Omadi Sendstone throughout most of the area ehere the younger 
formetion is present. The Greenhorn Limestone conforeably 
overlies the Greneros Shale. Thickness of the Greneros :hale 
raves from 50 to 85 feet except where thinning is due to post - 
depositional erozion. tany workers think it is impossible to 
pick the boundary between the gray shele facies of the ()wadi 
eandctone end the overlying Graneros Shale. This difficulty is 
recognized but the boundary can be at least narrowed down to a 
zone of plus or minus five feet from good bore hole samples and 
at ;good outcrop exposures. Your useful criteria helpful in 
pickinE this boundary are: (1) the Onedi Sandstone (gray shale 
facies) is non-celcareous whereas the bosal part of the Graneros 
Shale is slightly ceicereoue; (2) end;; ieeee;one (Graneros 
Shale) rest: ce the Fray shale facie at elaoes in the southern 
part of the county; (3) the upper part of grey shale facies may 
contain limonitic material not known to occur in the Greneros 
.hale -in this area; (4) the first li-ht grey, silty, friable 
sandstone, which apeeers as sand in rotary drilled samples, 
marks the top of the grey shale facies. Thickness of individual 
sandstone units nay be as little es six inches. 
Test hole A2-1-5ddd, altitude 1530 feet logged by A. E. 
Caswell from rotary drilled samele, illuetretes the field appli- 
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cation of criteria (4) and also srovides an adequate descrip- 
tion of Usser Jakota Group and Lower Colorado Group rock units 
present in the area of Gladstone, Isiebraska. Several comsents 
are made in this log end are marked by the author's initials. 
eorian Formation 
(1) Silt, some clay,sellowish light brown 
Loveland Formation (M. V.) 
(2) Buried Sangamon soil, brown silt 
(3) Silt, with some clay, dark reddish brown 
to reddish brown 
Fairport Shale Member of the Carlile Shale V ) (4) Chalk, weathered, soft, clayey and sandy, 
buff, mottled orange 
(5) Ls, chalky, clayey, partially 
yellowish buff 
Greenhorn Limestone (M. V.) 
(6) Ls; hard, chalky, mixed with seams of 
chalky shsle and scattered bentonite 
seams, yellow to buff 
Ls, very hard, fossiliferous, white to 
light gray, numerous; Inoceramus Jabiatus 
Ls, hard, chalky, mixed with scans of 
chalky shale and scattered bentonite seass, 
yellow to buff 
La, very hard, fossiliferous, white to 
light gray, numerous; Inoceramus lebiatus 
Graneros Shale 
(10) Shale, numerous thin, hard, fossiliferous 
seams, blue ;.x-ray speckled 
(11) Shale, hard, gray, limestone seams at 
48.5' to 49.5', blue gray speckled . . . . 
(12) Shale, very hard, dense, gray to lisht blue 
limestone seam at 50.8' to 51.0' bluish 
Thickness 
in feet. 
weathered, 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
Bra,' 
,(13) Shale, bluish gray 
(14) Shale, chalky, clayey, plastic to very 
plastic, fissile black to gray black . . 
Omadi Sandstone 
(15) Sand, intermixed with shale and sandy 
shale, gray black 
(16) Shale, clayey, plastic to very plastic, 
fissile, gray black, dark 
(17) Shalt, clayey, plastic to very slastic, 
fissile, gray black 
8 
2.2 
13.9 
0.9 
1.6 
5 
4.6 
4.9 
4.9 
2.5 
2.3 
9.2 
34.2 
30.1 
3.4 
37.1 
3 
37 
Thickness 
in feet. (18) Shale, clayey, plastic, fissile, few 
limonite eellets, thin hard layers of 
pyrite concretions, dark gray 25 (19) Shale, plastic, clayey, fissile, gray . 7 Omadi Sandstone 
--Skull Creek Shale, undifferen- 
tiable (fl. V.) 
(20) Shale, clayey, plastic to very plastic, 
fissile, gray with red mottling 10 (21) Shale, clayey, plastic to very plastic, 
fissile, red gray mottled half & half . . 5 (22) Shale, clayey, fissile, plastic gray with 
red mottling, some very hard layers or 
lenses of concretionary iron and foesili- 
ferous, 236.0'-241.0' few thin hard layers 
or lenses of concretionary iron (siderite- 
limonite) 25 (23) Shale, fissile, plastic gray with some 
red mottling (same as above) 5 (24) Shale, fieeile, plastic, eray with heavy 
red mottling (same asabove) 5 (25) Shale, fissile, light grey with moderate 
amount of red mottling 20 (26) Shale, plastic, scattered red mottling, 
light eray 10 
M) Shale, sandy fine, slightly plastic, Bray 6.8 ) Shale, fairly elastic, many clear crystals, 
gray scattered red mottling . . .... . 0.7 
i29) eihale, fairly plastic, many small lenses 
of limonite and hematite, multicolored 
with dark and light tray and red 7.5 (30) 
-hale, plastic to very plastic, iron 
lenses, light gray scattered red mottling 5.8 
Cable tool drilling samples from the area indicate that 
hard limestone units are not nearly as thick as indicated at 
elaces in this log; and (2) from 281 feet to the bottom of the 
test hole, the litholoey is sandstone (salt water bearing) and 
interbedded shale as interpreted from the electric log of this 
hole by the author. 
Greenhorn Limestone. The Greenhorn Limestone was named 
for Greenhorn et; tion south of lueblo, Colorado. es recognized 
in eebraska, this formation that is 25 to e0 feet thick, con- 
sists of rey limestones with interbedded grey .hales (Condra 
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and Reed, 1943). any workers have included the overlying bas- 
al part (in some inetences all) of the Fairport whale P:ember be- 
longing to the Carlile -hale in the Greenhorn Limestone. ;';'eme 
have even included the highly calcareous underlying upeer part 
of the Gremeros shale, such as the Lenses Geological survey. 
These above described practices are most certainly rot in con- 
formance with G. K. Gilbert's concept of the Greenhorn Lime- 
stone as presented in Wilmerth (1938). 
The formation in Jefferson County consists of thin, light 
grey, aphanitic limestone beds interbedded with somewhat thick- 
er light -medium Gray irreeularly lemineted marl, chalk and cal- 
careous shale beds. Individual limestone beds range in thick- 
ness from 0.2 to 1.5 feet with the average thickness of 0.4 
foot. The beds become thicker in the upper rt. Bentonite 
scams do oecur in the formation but its main cherecteristic is 
the eresence of abundant seecimens of Inooeramus lebietus in 
limestone beds neer the middle and top of the formation. The 
formation weathers buff atd is often times mottled by derk 
yellowish orange (10 YR 6/6) iron steins. leximum thickness of 
the Greenhorn Limestone does not exceed 35 feet. oor roedcuts 
and lack cf eood natural exeosuree in this area make this form- 
ation difficult to study in detail. The formation occurs only 
in the western kart and extreme southern part of the county. 
eUbsurfece drill thickness data indicate an average thickness 
ranging from 20-25 feet. ieet-depositional erosion removed the 
upper part of the formation except where it is overlain conform- 
ably by the Fairport 'hale Eember and'it is quite possible that 
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in places the original thickness never exceeded 20 feet. The 
Greenhorn Limestone rests conformably on the Greneros Shale but 
has been removed from most of the area by post 
-depositional 
erosion. 
Following is a detailed measured section of the Greenhorn 
Limestone prepared as a research problem under the guidance of 
Dr. l'aze C. Twise, ;,ssistent irofessor of Geology, Kansas State 
University. The section measured is in the south bank of a 
hill side road cut :eroximately 25 feet south and 600 feet 
west of the northeast corner of sec. 36, T 1 
. 1 
Thickness 
in feet. 
Pleistocene Series -- Loveland Formation. 
(29) Clay resting unconformably on the 
Greenhorn Limestone 
Colorado Group -- Greenhorn Limestone 
(28) Partly covered; Limestone interbedded 
marl and calcareous shale. Inoceramus cf. 
labiatus very abundant in limestone 
ledges cropping out in road bed. The shale 
partings thicker in the upper ten feet and 
this segment of the section may in part 
belong to the basal part of the Fairport 
;hale i'ember of the Carlile Shale. Row - 
ever, this segment will be tentatively 
considered as the upper part of the Green- 
horn Limestone 
(27) Limestone, aphanitic, good porosity, very 
light gray (N 8), weathers yellowish gray 
(5 Y 8/1) slightly mottled to dark yellow- 
ish orange (10 YR 6/6). Inoceramus of. 
labiatus very abundant end ehosphatic 
fossil remains sparse 
Inoceramus sp., foraminifera; BIOICRITE, 
with spar 
-filled vugs and cavities. 
(26) Earl, aphanitic, irregular laminated, very 
linht gray (Er 8), weathers yellowish gray 
(5 Y 8/1) mottled to dark yellowish orange (10 YR 6/6) when wet, Inoceramus cf. 
labiatus very abundant and phosphatic 
fossil remains sparse. 
19 
18 
1 
1.6 
40 
Thickness 
in feet. 
(25) Limestone, aphanitic, light grey (N 7), 
weathers yellowish gray (5 Y 3/1) 
mottled to pale yellowish orange (10 YR 
8/6), Inoceramus cf. le4etus very abun- 
dant and phosphatic fossil remains 
sperce; (few elongated granule size cevi- 
ties filled with medium -coarse crystal- 
line celcite). 0.2 
Inoceramus sp., foraminiferai BIONICRITL, 
with spar -filled vugs and cavities 
(24) P arl, aphanitic, irregular, very thin1T 
bedded -laminated, very light grey (1 8,, 
weathers yellowish gray (5Y 8/1) mottled 
to dark yellowish orange (10 YR 6/6). 
Inoceramuo cf. abietus very abundant and 
phosphatic foss e ye a::= ns sparse 0.7 
(23) Limestone, dense, aphanitic, light gray 
(N 7) to medium light gray (N 6), weathers 
yellowish gray (5 I. 8/1) mottled to yellow- 
ish orange (10 YR 6/6), Inoceramus cf. 
labiatus very abundant 0.4 
Inoceramus ap., foraminifera; BIONICRITE, 
with spar -filled vugs end cavities. 
(22) Chalk and marl interbedded, aphenitic, very 
light gray (N 8), weathers yellowish gray 
(5 Y 8/1) mottled to dark yellowish orange 
(10 YR 6/6), Inoceramus ap. very abundant 
and phosphziti==remains sparse. . 1.0 
(21) Limestone dense, aehenitic, very light 
gray (N 6) to lieht grey (N 7), weathers 
yellowish pray (5 Y 8/1) mottled to dark 
yellowish orange (10 YR 6/6), mus 
cf. lebletus ebundent, (few grant],rg 
cavities filled with finely -medium crys- 
tellint c-lcite) 0.3 
Inoceramus sp., foraminifers, DIOMICeITL, 
with spar -filled vugs and cavities. 
(20) Earl, aihemitic, ix regular lemineted- 
thinly lemineted, very light gray (N 8), 
weathers yellowish gray (5 8/1)t 
mottled to dark yellowish orange (10 YR 
6/6), Inoceramus cf. lobiatus very 
abundant. 1.0 
(19) Limestone, :tense, aehanitic, very lirht 
gray (h 8), weathers yellowish gray (5Y 
8/1) mottled to dark yellowish orange 
(10 YR 6/6), Inoceramus cf. lab atus very 
abundant, (sand size cavities f lc eith 
very fine crystalline °date). . . . . 0.4 
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Thickness 
in feet. (18) art, aphanitic, irregular thinly 
laminated, very liF;Ilt gray (N 8), weathers yellowish gray (5 Y 8/1) 
mottled to dark yellowish orange 
(10 YR 6/6), Inoceramus sp. abundant. 
(17) Limestone, aphanitic, very light grey (N 8), weathers yellowish vray (5 Y 
8/1) mottled to dark yellowish orange (10 YR 6/6), Inoceramus sp. and sparse 
phosphatic fessil remains. 
oceramus sp., foraminifers bearing; 
I =2E, with spar 
-filled vugs and 
cavities. 
(16) kart, aphanitic, irregular thinly lamiw. 
ated-laminated, ve-y light gray (N 8), 
weathers yellowish fray (5 Y 8/1) mottled 
to &irk yellowish orane (10 YR 6/6) when 
wet, Inoceramus sp. abundant 
(15) Limestone, aphanitic, very light gray (N 8), weathers yellowish tray (5 Y 8/1) 
mottled pale yellowish orange (10 YR 
8/6), Infreramus sp. fragments and 
phosphatic fossil remains. 
(14) aphaaitic, irregular thinly lami- 
nated, very light gray (N 8), weathers 
yellowish gray ..5 Y 8/1) mottled to dark 
yellowish orange (10 YR 6/6), Inoceramus 
sp. fra6ments and phosphatic fossil 
remains. 
(13) Limestone, aphanitic, very light gray (N 8), weathe,ss pale yellowish orange 
(10 YR 8/6) when wet, tubular shaped 
cavities filled with fine crystalline 
calcite. 
Inoceramus ss., foraminifera bearing; 
MICRI2E, with spar 
-filled vugs and 
cavities. 
(12) Chalk, aphanitic, 4.Dregular thinly lami- 
nated to laminated, very light gray (N 8), 
weathers dark yellowish orange (10 YR 6/6) 
when :net, Inoceramus sp. fragments. 
. 
(11) Limestone, aphanitic, sandy (very fine 
sand), very light {ray (t+ 8), weathers 
yellow gray (5 Y 0/1), mottled to dark 
yellowish oran=ge (10 YR 6/6), Inoceramus 
sp. fragments. 
0.6 
0.2 
0.6 
0.2 
1.8 
0.5 
0.8 
0.2 
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(10) ;arl, aphanitic, sandy (medium texture), 
irregular laminae very light gray (N 8), 
weathers mottled to dark yellowish orange 
(10 ri 6/6), Inoceromus sp. sparse. 0.4 
Limestone, aehanitic, sandy (medium tex- 
ture) in basal pert of bed, very light 
gray (Z, d), weathers dark yellowish 
°Stange (10 YR 6/6), fine to very coarse 
sized cavities filled with very fine 
crystalline calcite. 0.4 
Ineoeramms foraminifara bearing; 
sandy. XICRITE, with spar -filled vugs and 
cavities. 
Ler', aphanitic, irregular lamin ae, vevy 
light gray (N 8), weathers mottled to dark 
yellowish orange (10 YR 6/6), Inoceresus 
sp. sparse. 0.3 
(7) Limestone, denee, aphanitic, very iieht 
gray (N 8), weathers yellowish gray (5 Y 
8/1) mottled to dark yellowish orange 
(10 YR 6/6), inoceramus ue., fine to very 
coarse sized cavities filled with very 
fine crystalline calcite. 0.4 
Colorado Group Graneros Shale 
(6) Shule, very calcareous, carbonaceous, 
irregular laminae, medium lieht gray 
(14 6), weathers dark grey, (N 3) when wet; 
grades upward into marl which grades into 
chelk, aeeenitic, thinly lamirated, very 
light gray (N 8), weathers yellowish gray (5Y 8/1), shale contains Inoceramus sp. 
fragments and phosphatic resell remeirs. 
Bentonite, subangular blocky structure, 
very light grey 8), weathers settled 
to dark yellowish orange (10 YR 616). 0.5 
(4) Chalk, very light grey (r 8), weet'eers 
light gray (N 7). 0.2 
(3) Shale, very calcareous, carbonaceous, 
irregular thinly leminated, nedeum gray 
(N 5), weathers grayinh black (N 2) when 
wet, ineceramus se. fragments and phos- 
phatic fossil remains. 6.5 
(2) Bentonite, subangular blocky structure, 
very light grey (N 8), weathers mottled 
to dark yellowish orange (10 YR 6/6). 0.2 
(1) 'Shale, very calcareous, carbonaceous, 
irregular laminae, medium gray (1 5), 
Thickness 
in feet. 
(9) 
(a) 
(5) 
5 
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(1) (Cont'd) 
weathers grayish black (N 2) when wet; 
with interbedded limestone laminae, 
ashanitic, wry light gray (Ii 8), 
inoceramus sp. and phosphatic pelecysod 
=7= fiah remains. 
Thickness 
in feet. 
INI41 
So rock-stratisrsphic unit of Cretaceous age present in 
the area rivals the Greenhorn Limestone as a correlation hori- 
zon or as a structural datum. All other Cretaceous formations 
are too variable in thickness and litSolo.v to be reliable ho- 
rizons for correlation let alone stractsral datums. She de- 
tailed measured section srovides adesusse criteria for picking 
the Graneros Shale -Greenhorn Limestone contact accurately so it 
Can be used as a structural datum. 
The Greenhorn Limestone is geneselly not considered to be 
a ground water assifer; however, in the vicinity of Gladstone, 
Nebraska it yislds small amounts of fresh water to shallow wells. 
Yield of the wells is variable, ranging from 150 gallons per 
dray to several hunOred gallons per day. Special well comple- 
tion techniques are emsloyed to develop this aquifer to its 
full potential. ;Llthough 150 gallons per day seems Insignifi- 
cant, it is really significant in local spots where tSs under- 
lyinssOmedi sandstone is salty. 
Fairport Shale Member of the Carla° Shale, This sesber 
was named for exposures a few wiles south and west of 7?airsort, 
sussell Counts, Kansas. It consists of esdiuw to lisht srsy 
shale with thin foseiliferous limy layers. Little is known 
about the occurrence of this morber in Jefferson County. It is 
thought to occur in the subsurface at a shallow depth in, sec. 6 
& 7, T. 2 h., 1 e. ir eec. 19, 1 N., A. 1 Bore 
hole information will eventu-Ally prove or diserove this state- 
ment. The :::sale rente conformebly on the Greethorn Limestone 
and is overlain uneenformably by eleistecene loess (Loveland 
-and 
eeorian Foreetions). eost-deeositional eroeion removed this 
formation almeet entirely from the area but where present its 
thickness is probably lees teen 1C feet. 
Cretaceous ecunonic ,esources 
Varicolored clay front, the Skull Creek ;hale and gray shale 
from the .eadiSandstone ore used in brick ,rid tile manufactur- 
ing by the Endicott Clay eroducts Comeany. ining by this con- 
eny is done in open cuts with ashale planer. ehe varicolored 
clay is vainly enolinite. It could be oellod a low grade, 
plastic, eileceous fire clay or a high erede brick. clay. Thin, 
high grade refractory fire clay zones mey be present but are 
not extensive enough to be oomnercial doeoeits. elumeer and 
eomary (1942, po 335, Table 2) give a chemical analysis of a 
clay obtained from the 'error Cotta. Clay eeeber (ekull Creek 
ehele,in 1,ebraska) in the See Fes. 14, T. 1 3 E. ',4etsh- 
ineton County, Kansas. Tel ceelysis was as tollows: 
Constituents eam: le ee- 
Silica ,59.33 c 
elumina 01203) 
Iron oxide (TP0,03) 
Calcine oxide (CaO) 
Lose ox. ignition. 
e 
2144 
VV*VVio 
4-5 
This company aleo mines gray shale frown the Omadi L.;andstone; 
however, it is relatively high in carbon content. The carbon 
content is objectionable because it raises manufacturiag costs. 
The Graneros Shale could be used in the manufacturing of light 
weight concrete aggregate. 
Exceptional high :duality clay building products are manu- 
factured at the Endicott Clay :Products Company. Plant capacity 
is 601000 bricks per day (Roger Judd, oral communication). Lo- 
cation of the plant is in sec. 8, T. 1 N., R. 3 E. 
For many years architects and builders have re- 
garded Endicott Clay iroducts Company as a leading 
source for the finest in face brick and face tile.... 
The excellent rose and buff burning shale and clay 
deposits"have produced a distinctive standard of 
color of lasting beauty (Endicott Imperial Face, Brick). 
Four Endicott Imperial blends are illustrated on Plate 8. 
The clays of the Dakota Group are a valuable natural re- 
source. The economic value and use of this resource shall in- 
crease as more and more individuals become familiar with the 
high quality clay material present within the Dakota Group of 
Nebraska. 
Stone for structural and road -building material has been 
mined from the Greenhorn Limestone and sandstones of the Dakota 
Group. Sand from the friable, iron oxide -cemented sandstones 
is usable as molding sand. This sand has been mined in sec. 7, 
T. 1 N., R. 2 E. for use as a filler material in asphaltic road 
surfacing material. The sand could be used in the manufacture 
of colored bottle glass if surface iron oxide films can be eco- 
nomically removed. 
EXPLANATION OF PLATE 8 
Fig. A. Imperial Rose Blend Roman Matt in 1/2 bond. 
Fig. B. Imperial Buff Blend Standard Matt in 1/2 bond. 
Fig. C. Imperial Buffish-Brown Blend Norman Matt in 
1/3 bond. 
Fig. D, Imperial Deep Iron Spot Standard Matt in 
1/2 bond. 
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During the last decade and. at present agriculture lime is 
mined from limy layers in the upper part of the Graneros ahele 
and from the Greenhorn Limestone. The lime is mined in the SWA 
sec. 10, T. 1 N., R. 2 B. in a quarry that is working back into 
the hillside. Eany of the so-called interbedded shale units in 
the Greenhorn Limestone are actually marls according to the 
classification system of Dunbar and Rodger (1957). These marls 
are soft and mey be 60 percent calcium carbonate by volume. 
Mining and erocessina of this material is very economical and 
lowers the over-all cost of mining the entire Greenhorn Limestone 
section, The marl varies in calcium carbonate content and at 
places be replaced by a calcareous shale. 
Pepperberg (1908) reports a bed of lienite seven inches 
thick (possibly Graneros) was worked in 1)03 at Powell, eebras- 
ka along the Little Blue River. No commercial coal deposits 
are recognized in the area and it is improbable that there ever 
will be any, 
Sandstone aquifers of the Dakota Group constitute an im- 
portant artesian water supply throughout the high bedrock areas. 
Water quality is good but naturally varies sonewhat from place 
to place. Certain sandstone bodies are known to be salty; how- 
ever, this is not sufficient criterion to condemn stratigraphic- 
ally lower sandstone bodies as being salty in -an area where the 
first encountered sandstone body is salty. The artesian ground 
water supply is unquestionably the e) t imeortant presently 
utilized natural resource of Cretaceous age present in Jefferson 
County. 
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Lastly, the important relationship existing between soil 
development and agricultlre land use as related to Cretaceous 
formations must be recognized. The topoeraehy is rough but the 
soil oup.orts eood stands of nueivo Grass. :hie is important 
because it tends to check erosion. Once the soil is removed, 
erosion of Cretaceous formations proceeds .rich ouch re, idity 
that econonical conservation methods become ineffective. i ~.in- 
tenance of these ureae in grassland that is in balance 
.T LthE its 
environmmt is the best conservation practice man can utilize 
in Cretaceous outcrop areas of the county. 
".:41uaternary :system 
Pleistocene ;;eries. The Pleistocene sediments of Jeffer- 
son County are of continental origin and lie unconformably on 
Cretaceous formations except in the northeastern corner of the 
county where they rest on Permian formations. Durin7 the Great 
tine span reereeonted by this unconformity, degredational ero- 
ceases succeeded in producing a mature topography with 450 feet 
of relief. This point is of profound significance because this 
topoGraehic surface was well developed by the close of £'liocene 
time. It was the formidable barrier which would play the all 
important role of controlling the distribution of eost-eliocene 
sediments. n understanding of the history of eleistocene sedi- 
mentetion of the area requires an understanding of geomorpholomr. 
ileis ocene tereinology and cycles of sedimentetion and 
erezion (Plate 9) used in this report ere those of Condra, Aced 
and Gordon (1950). Parts of certain cycles shown are not 
4.9 
PLATE 9 
Pleistocene Cycles of Sedimentation and Erosion 
Numbered in chronological order from oldest 
upward for their occurrence in the Missouri 
and Upper Mississippi River basins. 
Substages Wisconsin: 
4(4). Mankato glaciation, erosion, alluviation, eolation and 
soil formation 
4(3). Cary glaciation, erosion, alluviation, eola- 
tion, and soil formation 
Peorian 
14(2). Tazewell glaciation, erosion, alluviation, complex 
eolation, and soil formation 
4(1). Iowan glaciation, erosion, alluviation, eolation, and 
soil formation 
Stages: 
3. Illinoian-Sangamon glaciation, erosion, alluviation, 
eolation, soil formation 
2. Kansan -Yarmouth glaciation, erosion, sedimentation, soil 
,formation 
1. Nebraskan-Aftonian glaciation, erosion, sedimentation, 
soil formation 
(After Condra, Reed and Gordon, 1950) 
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present in Jefferson County. Many of the lithologie variations 
within a fomation ire not exteroive enough to be considered 
true facies and the tern phase is used to denote the smaller 
areal chanees in lihology. The Pleistocene record is most 
satisfactorily studied by use of bore hole data. Teeny of the 
facts presented are based on test hole samples that were ob- 
tained end described by the teet drilling program of the Nebras- 
ka Geological Zurvey. The terminolosy is over 15 years old and 
is based lareely on subsurface date and has stood the test of 
use. Many holes ave been drilled in the last 15 years reveal- 
ing much infornetion which leads to refirerent of previous term- 
inoloey, however, this new data is still being analyzed. :ew 
interpretations may eh:le-lee some of t` -.e minor details especially 
those regarding ire of cerbin units. Until senthesis of the 
new data are published, the P=leistocene terminology used in 
this report is satisfactory for napping and correlating the 
Pleistocene geology of the area. 
The stratisrephic relations of Pleistocene formations are 
clearly evident on Plates 2-4; thus, little is said about their 
areal distribution. The terms sand and gravel, when used with, 
out a descriptive adjective in this report, are to be under- 
stood to mean sand and gravel composed of ;granitic material 
with some metamorphic rock fragments mixed in. 
Seward Formation (Nebraskan). This formation was named 
and described by Condre, seed and Gordon (1947). At that time 
the formation was believed to be an eastern fins -textured facies 
of the Ogallala Formation of Tertiary age. Evidence eccumu- 
lated during this study suggests the formation ie a fine elas- 
tic deposit of early lebraskan Age. These fire elastics (with 
some coarse elastics) are fluviatile deposits thet succeeded in 
aggrading pre-existine, well -developed Pliocene valleys to a 
considerable depth, V. H, Dreoszen (orel communicetion) has 
studied this formation extensively from test hole semplee and 
would correlate the deposit as Pleistocene (early Nebraskan 
eteee). Ae reports (oral communicetion) finding limestone 
gravels eroded from a Paleozoic limestone source area within 
the Sewerd Formation in Seward County (test hole A9-l-lba). 
Setwsrd County is 24 miles north of Jefferson County. The 
source area for such gravels was eastern Nebraska. ',Ieworking 
of Paleozoic limestone fragments by fluvial processes during 
westward transportation in early Nebraskan time would make the 
6ewerd Formation of Pleistocene age. 
The remation consists erincipally of medium to li.ht Grey, 
calcareous silt. Very fine to medium sand occurs mixed in and 
interbedded with the silt as a minor constituent. Volcanic ash 
has been reported in. samples from test hole A4-l-13dd (Nebraska 
Geol., ';urvey). Included in the formation locally is a basal 
gravel eember composed of pebbles of reworked s&rdstone nd 
ironstone of the Dakota Group and Greenhorn Limestone. Thick- 
ness of the basal rravel ranges from 0 to 5 feet. The presence 
of some yellowish to brown samples from tost holes indicate the 
upper part of the formetion has been weathered. The basal grav- 
el end coarse elastic lenses are saturated with fresh water. 
Thickness of the formation ranges from 0 to about 150 feet. 
lejor thinning is due to depositional onlap on pre-Pleistocene 
valley walls. Some thinning is also the result of Bost-eward 
pre-F oldrege erosion. The. formation rests unconformably on the 
Dakota Group and is overlain unconformably by the lioldrege 
Formation. 
The coarser basal clan tic sediments were derived from the 
local high bedrock areas existing south and north of the site 
of deposition. The finer elastics constituting most of the 
formation me), be partly of local derivation, but most of this 
materiel was probably transported in by streans draining the 
pre-Pleistocene outcrop areas to the west. 
Holdrege Formation (Nebraskan). Lugn and Condra (1952) 
named and described the Holdrege Formation. It consists of 
sand and gravel composed of quartz, and other fragn;;ents of 
granitic and metamorphic rocks. The formation nenerally grades 
upward from a medium sand to coarse gravel to a fine sand to 
fine gravel. Lenses of silt and clay several feet thick occur 
locally within the section but are relatively unimportant. 
Porosity and permeability of this formation are high, mak- 
ing it the best fresh water aquifer in the region. .resent 
data indicate the fermation. is completely saturated throughout 
most of the area where it is prevent. fleet of the irrigation 
wells in the county produce water fron aquifer. This form- 
ation is essentially an unconfined aquifer; however, question- 
able data cuegest that in places it may be uneer slight artesian 
pressure. 
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The formation ranges in thickness from 0 to about 200 feet. 
Depositional onlap onto pre -Pleistocene valley walls accounts 
for most of the thinning. [3ome port 
-depositional thinning by 
eroeion occurred on the upper surface of this formation at 
places. This formation rests unconformably on the Seward For- 
mation, C;olorado Group, Dakota Graup and Chase Group. It is 
overlain conformably to unconformably by the Fullerton Folma- 
tion throughout most of its area of occurrence but in the west, 
it is overlain unconformably by the Grand Island and Sappa For- 
mations. 
The holdrege Formation is a fluvial inwash and glacial 
outwash deposit. It is the result of streams aggrading the 
valley and uplands with sand and gravel. As the Nebraskan 
glacier moved across eastern Nebraska, its western border be- 
came a barrier damming eastward -trending valleys causing their 
streams to deflect southward. Before establishing a new course, 
the streams succeeded in aggrading their valleys for nary miles 
to the west. Two principal sediment -source areas existed at 
this time. Coarse clastic debris was washed out westward from 
the glacial front or till border by proglacial streams. The 
effectiveness of this source area steadily declines farther 
west from the position of the glacial front. The major source 
area was to the west. The highly competent eastward flowing 
streams eroded, reworked and transported material from the Ter- 
tiary formations of central and western 1;abaaska into the 
clogged eastern valley where they were deposited. Some clastic 
material probably came from as far west ao the locky iiountains. 
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Fullerton Formation. (Aftonian). Lugn and Gondra (1932) 
naEed and described the Fullerton Zormation. It consists of 
yellowish brown to very liht reddish brown, calcreous silt 
,:).nd clay. Locally, the formc,tion is sandy and grades into fine 
sand. Lost of the surface exposures are yellowish brown. The 
color may be gray and in the NW, sec. 6, T. 3 N., R. 2 E., 
surface outcrops are very li6ht reddish brown. The litholocic 
Fig. 5. Kansan Till resting unconformably on yellowish 
brown Fullerton Formation. SEA, sec. 4, T. 4 N., R. 2 E. 
character of this formation is not uniform everywhere, which is 
of significant importknce in correlating the formation from bore 
hole to bore hole. 
Porosity of the foration may be high but the permeability 
is low bec:ause of fine grin size. The formation is usually 
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unsaturated, but locally it may be saturated especially if it 
is a coarse silt or very fine sand phase. At places, this 
formation is an unconfined fresh water aquifer and specific 
capacities of wells obtaining water from the formation may be 
as low as 1/30 gallon per foot of drawdown. This clearly il- 
lustrates the low transmissibility of the formation. 
The Aallerton Formation thickness range. from 0 to about 
75 feet. i)epositional onlap onto the upper part of pre -Pleis- 
tocene valley walls and their associated uplands accounts for 
some of the thinning; however, most of the thinning is a result 
of post 
-depositional erosion. This formation rests unconform- 
ably on the lioldrege Formation and formations of the Dakota 
Group. It is overlain unconfornably by the Kansan Till. In 
the western part of the county, it is overlain unconfomably by 
the Grand Island and. Sappa Formations. 
The Fullerton Formation is a fine textured formation of 
fluvial-eolien origin. The decrease in grain size in :itonien 
time suggests that the competency of streams had decreased con- 
siderably since the time of Holdree deposition. duct a situa- 
tion would be expected in an interglacial or retreating glacial 
stage. The coarser phases of the formation may be due to re- 
working of the underlying sand and gravel of the ioldrege Form- 
ation. On Plate 2-4 the name Fullerton 2ormation is used as a 
mapping unit to include the ?ullerton Formation and the so- 
called "Altonian '.;ilts" present beneath the Kansan Till. These 
two units are considered as one formation in which the eastern 
source areas become important as one approaches the :;ebraska 
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Till border (Fig. 6). 
Fullerton "Aftonian" "Aftonian" 
Fullerton 
Holdrege 
Dakota Group 
M. Veatch 1963/ 
Fig. 6. Illustration of usage of the names Fullerton 
Formation and "Aftonian Silts" as they have been applied to 
the same map unit in eastern Nebraska. 
Atchison Formation (Kansan). Moore and others (1951) 
named and described the Atchison Formation. At places the 
formation is composed entirely of sand, while at other locali- 
ties it contains a poorly sorted, sandy, pebble 
-cobble gravel. 
The basal gravel is composed of reworked limestone fragments, 
sandstone and ironstone fragments of the Dakota Group, Sioux 
quartzite, greenstones, and granite (Fig. 7). 
Despite the fact that the formation is heterogeneous and 
poorly sorted, it does have low to moderate permeability. It 
serves as an unconfined fresh water aquifer in the southeastern 
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corner of the county. :he form.,tion supplies wells with enow:h 
water for small rural domestic supplies. oaturtion in the for- 
mation is quite variable, because the formation has been 
in places by unfavorable topohic relations. 
Fie. 7. Atchison 'oration; north grader ditch GEA SZX, 
sec. 21, Te 1 N., R. 4 E., poorly sorted gravel consisting of 
Dakota Group Sandstone and ironstone fraEments, Sioux Quartzite, 
c;ranite, greenstone and limestone fragments. 
The formation is estimated to range in thickness from 0 to 
10 feet. It rests unconformably on the Fullerton "'Zama, tion 
throughout nost of its area of occurrence but in the southeast, 
it rests unconformably on the zaull Creek Jhrle. The fornation 
is overlain by the Kansan all. this forn.Aion is of clacio- 
lacustrine origin and it was deposited as clz,cial outwash in 
front of the advancing Kansan glacier. The lacustrine phase of 
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the formation is represented by sand which accumulated in pre - 
glacial lakes bordering the glacier front. This formation is 
confined to the area of the Kansan Till in the county. It ap- 
pears ejuivalent in age aith the Red Cloud :and and Grave/ 
(Uchultz, ;feed and Lugn, 1951) in the periglacial region west 
of the till border. The ed Cloud Formation was formerly 
called the lower Grand Island ?ember of the Grand Island forma- 
tion. 
Kansan Till (Kansan). This is the only direct ice -contact 
deposit (excluding berg -floated outwash) present in the area. 
The Nebraskan glacier failed to reach Jefferson County but the 
Kansan glacier glaciated the northeastern half of the county. 
This event destroyed the previous existing euatward trending 
drainage system and initiated the drainage system present 
throughout most of the area today. A good section of till is 
present, but it is covered at any localities by pest -Kansan 
loess deposits. 
he lithologic character of the sill is quite variable. 
;he till has weathered to n yello dab gray -brown and is {-ray 
where unweathered. In n,ny localities the upper part of the 
formation has been eol,,letely ex-id/sea to a reddish brown. 
Boulders several feet in dissoter occur within the till and al- 
so as a residual lug concentrate of boulders on its upper sur- 
face. The boulders are rock detritus derived from Sioux quartz- 
ite, Canadian hield granite and greenstone, local limestone 
and local sandstone and ironstone materials of the Jakota Group 
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(Plate 10). The pebbles, cobbles and boulders constitute less 
than five percent of the formation. Drill hole data indicates 
the presence of sandy zones in the lower part of the till. The 
middle and upper part of the till is less sandy and is classed 
as a boulder -clay till. 
Granitic material is common in the Kansan Till of Jeffer- 
son County, but Sioux quartzite is the dominant boulder materi- 
al present. The grenitic material becomes very scarce south- 
ward into Kansas along the till border. Oxidation has given 
the upper part of the till sheet a reddish -brown color that is 
very similar to the oxidized Loveland Formation. This situation 
has led to some miscorrelation in the past. The oxidized por- 
tion of the till generally contains Sioux quartzite pebbles and 
coarser muterial which helps differentiate it from: the Loveland 
formation. 2he colluvial phase of the Lovelend Fornw,tion is a 
slightly gravelly reddish brown clay at many localities with 
Sioux quartzite a common gravel type. This phase of the Love- 
land Formation has often been wrongly identified as Kansan Till. 
Correlation is based mainly on lithologic detail, areal distri- 
bution, and topographic position. This correlation problem is 
more complex when working only with well samples. 
The Kansan Till ranges in thickness from 0 to 75 feet. 
The t1'.*cknees of the formation is extremely variable and can be 
attributed to (1) the highly irregular surface that the till 
has overridden, especially in a zone bounded on the west by the 
till border and an imaginary line several miles inside the till 
border; (2) thinness of the marginal part of the glacier whose 
K'11.IOL ()F P - ' 10 
Fig. A. Sioux quartzite, granitic and greenstone 
boulders weathered out of Kansan till. 
SEA )EA, sec. 4, T. 4 R. 3 E. 
fig. B. .24oux quartzite boulders out of 
Kunsan Till. Nwg NE;, sec. 27, T. 2 b., 
3 E. 
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distribution was controlled by locl topography; and (3) severe 
Jet° Kansan erosion which severely dissected the till sheet. 
Ilroughout much of its area of occurrence, the till sheet rests 
unconformahly on the eullerton Fornetion. In a zone several 
miles wide north of the Little Blue direr below eowell, Nebraska, 
the till rests unconformably on formations of the Dakota Group. 
The Grind Island Porme,ion overlaps the till border at places. 
The loveland Fort etion overlies the ansan Till unconformably 
at nervy localities throuehout the area. 
As the Kansan glacier moved across eastern iiebraska south- 
ward into Kansas, it filled the still remaining upper parts of 
eastward trending valleys and occurs high in the present topo- 
granhy (Plates 2-4). The glacier was grounded against the high 
bedrock hills horderin the north side of the present Little 
Blue Aver Valley. It never succeeded in crossing a zone de- 
fined by the little Blue River Valley in Jefferson County, :eb- 
reska. 
Grand Island Formation (Kansan). Lugn and Condra (1932) 
n:eed and deecribed the Grand Island Formation. The sand and 
erevel of the Grand Island Formation is little different from 
the sand and gravel of the Holdrege Formation. The Grand Is- 
land eermation occupies a highertopographio position and con- 
tains more local erevels (less than five percent of deposit) 
than are 'known to exist in the Holdrege Formation of Jefferson 
County. The locel gravels consist of reworked sandstone and 
ironstone frageents of the Dakota Group, Greenhorn limestone 
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fragments and outwash from the Kansan till plain. Granitic 
eand and ravel. still account for over 95 percent by volume of 
the deposit. 
The porosity and permeability of the formation are high 
but locally, zones within the formation are poorly consolidated 
by iron and magnesium oxide cementing agents precipitated from 
circulating ground water causing lower permeabilities (Fig. 3). 
It is saturated only in its lower part that is attributed to 
(1) relatively hi01 toposia:phic position of the formation; (2) 
effluent streams whose channels are cut into the lower part of 
the formation; and (3) the existence of a major drainage system 
(Little Blue aver Valley) whose lower course is well entrenched 
in beearock of Cretaceous age. The formation is a good uncon- 
fined aquifer where saturated. The formation is unsaturated 
over large areas along the lower course of the little clue 
raver Valley. The nearly unsaturated nature of the fcrmation 
is clearly evident by the fact that all of the major sand and 
gravel pita are in this formation. The water table is encoun- 
tered only in the basal part of these pits. 
ahe Grand island Yormation ranges in thickness from 0 to 
about 75 feet. Thinning can be attributed to (1) depositional 
onlap; and (2) poat-depositional erosion. It rests unconform- 
ably on the Alllerton 'aermation, Holdrege Formation and forma- 
tions of the Colorado and Dakota Groups. In the northwest pax, 
of the area and along the north valley wall of the Little Blue 
River, this formation may lap unconformably upon the Kansan 
Till. The formation is. overlain conformably by the Sappa 
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Formation and unconformably by all younger Zormtions (Grote, 
Loveland and ieorian Formations) which rest on the formation 
throur;hout most of ita area of occurrence. 
The Grand Island Formation is a fluvial inwash and glacial 
outwash deposit. The origin of the formation is similar to 
that of the already discussed holdrege Formation. Over 95 per- 
cent of the material in the deposit originated in the tablelands 
and amount :ins to the west and was transported to eastern INebras- 
ka by fluvial processes. Local source material (leas than five 
percent by volume of the forn,tion) is present in greater quan- 
tity than is known to exist in the Hoidrege Fonmation of the 
area. 
On Plates 2-4 the Grand Island Formation map unit includes 
the Crete Formation. Considerable material is present that 
eventually will be correlated as the Crete Formation. This is 
especially true of the upper part of the hiFh terrace deposit 
present alone- the Little Blue River Valley. The aggradation of 
this valley began in early Kansan time (baninning of Grand Is- 
land deposition) and continued intermittently up throuch depos- 
ition of the Loveland Formation. At present the Grand Island - 
Crete -Loveland contacts are not well enough understood to map 
separately in this area. This is an important problem and fur- 
ther study and new subsurface data will eventually show a map- 
pable sand and gravel of Illinoian Age in this area. 
5appe Formation (late Kanuan-Yarmouthian). Condra, Reed 
and Gordon (1930) were the first to aply thia name to a Pleis- 
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tocene unit in Nebraska. Lugn (1935) described the formation 
on as the upland Formation consisting of gray to green- 
ish grey., calcareous silt and clay. Test hole date. indicate 
that the formation is sandy in 2art. 
The Sappa Formation ranges in thickness from 0 to 35 feet 
and it rest unconformebly on the Fullerton Formation, Holdrege 
Formation, and conformably upon the Grand Island Formation. 
The Crete and Loveland Formations overlay the Sappa Formation 
unconformably. Condra, 
-Reed and Gordon (1950) suggest that the 
deposit is of aqueous-eolian origin and is late Kansan in age. 
They further point out that the deposition may have continued 
up into early Yarmouthian time. The formation as now recognized 
in the area is mainly restricted to the western eart of the 
county. Lugn (1935) recognized an erosional remnant of the Up- 
land Formation (now Sappa Formation) in a sand and gravel pit 
in the SEA, sec. 7, T. 1 No, R. 3 E. 
Crete Formation (Illinoian). Condra, Reed and Gordon 
(1950) eesigned this name to the unit originally designated by 
Lugn (1935) as the "Valley Phase" of the Loveland Formation. 
The Loveland Formation possesses a true valley phase but the 
unit eriginally described by Lugn (1935) is pre -Loveland in age. 
This unit is now called the Crete Formation. in Nebraska. 
The following discussion is a summery of the findings of 
Condra, Reed and Cordon (1950) which are aeplicable to Jeffer- 
son County. These workers established a type locality approx- 
imately 20 miles north. of Jefferson County. The formation is 
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a channel fill deposit which rests unconformably on the eappa 
Formation or older Pleistocene deposits. The formation consists 
of sand and gravel but is :suite variable in mineralogical and 
textural characteristics. This variability can be attributed 
to the importance of local material available for reworking in 
Crete time. Distribution of the formation is generally limited 
to channels aesocieted with present well developed valleys; how- 
ever, during Crete time these valleys were considerably broader 
than they are nova. This last statement fits the Little Blue 
:liver Valley well in Jefferson County. The fo,netion possesses 
an upland eeuivalent in the cinsan Till area where it consists 
of a very thin lag -gravel concentrate resting on eroded Ransen 
rill and is overlain by Loveland loess. This upland Crete de- 
posit was observed in severs: -1 road cuts in the northeast part 
of the area. In most places the formation is covered by the 
Loveland Formation and since the sand and gravel of the Crete 
Formation is difficult to distinguish from the underlying Grand 
Island Formation, the presence of the formation i herd to de- 
tect. Careful study of these terraces and the aceuiring of 
more shallow subsurface data are needed before the formation. 
can be me need successfully in this county. 
Locally Derived Pleistocene Deposits. A unique rleistocene 
deposit exists in sec. 7, 8, 17, 18 and 20, T. 1 y., R. 2 E. 
It is a limy, clayey, pebbly-cobbly gravel. the pebbles and 
cobbles consist of reworked rock fragments from the Greenhorn 
Ilmeztone, thin limestone and cone -in -cone fragments from the 
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Graneros :Cale and sandstones and ironstones of the uakot2. 
Group. Adjacent hills to the south and west were the source 
area. The deposit is very poorly sorted as evidenced by mater- 
ial ranging in texture from clay to cobbles. 
The deposit is interpreted as a valley fill in a pre- 
s:leistocene valley which exists relatively high in the present 
topography. In part it may be essentially a colluvial deposit. 
The elastic detritus present in the deposit was transported 
from adjacent hills by colluvial slope wash. and streams. Its 
thickness ranges from 0-30 feet. The Loveland Formation over- 
lies the deposit. The deposit is probably post-Nebraskan and 
pre-Late Illinoian in age. This deposit has not been reported 
or described prior to this time. It has been mapped incorrect- 
ly by earlier workers as an outlier of the Graneros Shale. The 
deposit is significant for it illustrates the importance of lo- 
cal source material in the southern pert of Jefferson County 
beyond the till border. 
Loveland Formation (late Illinoian to angamonian). 
.:Alimek (1909) named and described this unit as the Loveland 
Loess, regarding it as of fluvial origin. Later Kay and Apfel 
(1944) re-described it and other Loveland deposits, calling 
them the Loveland Formation, and recognizing two phases (allu- 
vial and eolian) of deposition. Condra, geed and Gordon (1950) 
recognized three phases, (1) valley phase; (2) colluvial or 
slope phase; and (5) upland phase. All three phases are pres- 
ent in Jefferson Gounty. 
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The upland phase of the Loveland Formation consists of 
li;ht reddish brown, massive, silty clay loess. It Lantles a 
pre -Loveland surface throughout a large part of the area, but 
grades into a colluvi31 and valley phase near broad valley 
areas like the Little Blue River Valley. 
The valley phase of the Loveland Formation consists of un- 
consolidated stratified clay, silt and laminae of sand. The 
color grades upward from light gray -buff into a pinkish -very 
light reddish brown. This phase of the formation is thicker 
than the upland phase into which it grades. The valley phase 
can be traced up into the upland phase along a north -south road 
cut running from the iiese Creek Valley northward into the up- 
land along the western boundary of the county, sec. 6 & 7, 
1 N., a. 1 
The colluvial phase consists of a poorly sorted liht red- 
dish brown, silty, sandy, gravelly clay. It occurs rather high 
on the steeper slopes of the pre -Loveland valleys. This phase 
is widely distributed along the uper slopes of the Little Blue 
Aver Valley. The following statement by Condra, deed and Gor- 
don (1950) should be considered when mapping the coliuvial phase 
of the Loveland Formation: 
It is easily confused with highly weathered till 
because of its poor sorting and because till boulders 
are occasionally incorporated in it, having been 
rolled or washed down the steep slopes from the till. 
however, it rests unconformably on the till or is 
separated from it by a lag -concentrate gravel layer 
(upland phase of the Crete 'oration). 
The formation thickness is estimated to range from 0 to 75 
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feet. Its average thickness throughout the area will average 
less than 30 feet. Thinning is atbributed to both depositional 
onlap and post -depositional erosion. The formation is thickest 
along the western border of the county in sec. 6 and 7, T. 1 N., 
R. 1 E., and sec. 31, 30, 19 and 18, T. 2 N., R. 1 E. The for- 
mation rests unconformably on older sediments of Pleistocene 
and Cretaceous age (Fig. 8). It is overlain unconformably by 
the Peorian Formation. An erosional topography developed on 
the Loveland Formation during post -Loveland, pre-Peorian time. 
At this ime the Loveland Soil (3angamon soil of Illinois) de- 
veloped on the formation. This buried soil is recormizabls in 
road cuts and bore hole samples. 
Fig. 8. Loveland Formation resting unconformably on the 
Skull Creek Shale. North road cut, SWA, sec. 23, T. 1 N., 
. 4 E. 
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The Loveland Formation in this area had a complex history. 
It is a fluvio-colluvial-eolian deposit. The formation is map- 
ped on Plates 2-4 as a unit. No attempt was made to map its 
several phases separately though they are recognizable at many 
places. 
Leorian Formation (Middle Wisconsinan). During the time - 
interval existing between the Iowan and Mankato Substages,sed- 
iments of aqueous-eolian origin were deposited in Nebraska. 
They are collectively called the Peorian complex. As noted by 
Condrat Reed and Gordon (1950) this term Peorian should not be 
applied formationally where the interval includes both till and 
loess substages. This problem does not exist in Nebraska. 
The formation consists of a lipht grayish tan, clayey silt 
and contains calcareous nodules of granule size. Limonitic nod- 
ules and iron weetering stains are present in the formation at 
some localities. The silty nature, color and topographic posi- 
tion make the formation easily recognizable over large areas. 
Formation thickness is quite variable and ranges from 0 
to 20 feet, with 10 feet a good average where the formation 
mantles the upland areas. The formation rests unconformably on 
the Loveland and older formations (Fig. 9). Materiel consti- 
tuting the Peorian Formation on Plates 2-4 is of eolian origin. 
The alluvial phase of the Peorian complex is confined to the 
river valleys and is included in the informal mapping unit de- 
signated Recent and Asconsin stage sediments. 
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Fig. 9. ieorian Formation resting unconforniably on the 
Loveland Pormation. North road cut, SWA 3444,, sec. 9, T. 1 14., 
R. 1 14 
Valley Alluvium and Loess (Recent and Wisconsinan). Allu- 
vial deposits occur throughout the flood plain and low terrace 
areas slang the present rivers and intermittent streams of the 
county. These deposits are of post-Illinoian age. At places 
the main ch!:,nnels of the Big and Little Sandy Creeks are cut 
into the Grand island Formation. The channel fill material 
present under the adjacent flood plains and in the main channel 
is reworked material from the Grand Island Formation. This re- 
working started in ost-Illinoian time and is still in progress. 
The litholocy of the channel deposits is iuite variable. 
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Local source material available for reworking in post-Illinoian 
time determines the petrography of the deposits. Lost of the 
channels were filled with granitic sand and gravel similar to 
older coarse elastic Pleistocene sediments from which they were 
reworked. The deposits grade upward into silt and clay. come 
of the finer sediment were blown. from the channel and flood 
plain and deposited upon low-lying adjacent terraces. 
The channel deposits along Rose Greek are different from 
those in the rest of the county. Along Rose Creek, from the 
west side of sec, 4, T. 1 L., R. 2 E., upstream channel depos- 
its consist of clay and silt that rest on a basal gravel sever- 
al feet thick except where it is absent. The basal gravel cen- 
sista of fragments of limestone, sandstone and ironstone. They 
were reworked from the adjacent uplands composed of Cretaceous 
foreations that form the, south valley wall of Rose Creek. East 
of section 4 the basal gravel becomes thicker, more uniform in 
areal distribution, and granitic gravels become common and dom- 
inant in the upper part of the gravel. The basal one -to -two 
feet is predominantly reworked sandstone and ironstone frag- 
ments of the Dakota Group. The upper part of the chennel de- 
posit consists of silt and clay which are the dominant litho - 
logic type upstream. 
Permeabiltiy is high in the channel gravels of the Little 
Blue River Valley and they are almost completely saturated. 
Thickness of the gravel ranges from 0-30 feet with an average 
thickness of 15 feet throughout must of the valley. This chan- 
nel gravel ageAfer sueelies water to many wells in the Little 
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Blue .liver Valley. The valley is one of the five round water 
provinces present in the county. 
en entirely different situation exists in the chennel de- 
posits in Aose Creek Valley. The basal gravels are saturated 
but are not as thick as those of the little Blue liver Valley. 
Overall permeability is somewhat less in 'ose Creek Valley in 
the headwerd regions of the stream where granitic gravels are 
ebsent. Ground water exploration is a real challene all along 
the Bose Creek Valley because the thin basal gravel is locally 
absent, and the first sandstone of the Dakota Group encountered 
at depth west of highway N 15 3 has proved salty along this val- 
ley. Deeper sandstone aquifers remain to be tested that may be 
salty or fresh. east of the western part of sec. 4, T. 1 N., 
R. 2 E. good domestic wells can be developed in. the basal grav- 
el, but local exceptions do exist. -ieet of section four as 
much ac five feet of basal gravel is present but it is very 
poorly sorted and contains a lot of interstitial silt and clay. 
The present wells in the area yield only minimum rural domestic 
supplies. Local exceptions may exist, but remain to be found 
by drilling. 
Jefferson County is an excellent area to study recant eroc- 
eases of fluvial erosion and sedimentation. Intermittent 
streams in the uplands have cut narrow, vertical 
-walled a:leen:els 
into late wisconsinan deposits, leavinz paired terraces whose 
surface is of late ,iisconsinan age. Goerse granitic, sandstone, 
ironstone and limestone gravels are accumulating on channel bot- 
toms. Gravel types present are entirely a function of local 
714. 
source area. The material is transported to the channels by 
colluvial elope wash and fluvial processes. Plate 11 Mlle- 
trates some of these deposits and the characteristics of tho 
chancels in which they were deposited. 
Pleistocene :economic Resources 
Vest quantitiee of ground water used for ,tomectic, irri- 
gation, industrial, municipal and air conditioning purposes are 
supplied by :leietocene said and gravel aelifers. The Yoldreg. 
Formation is the largest aeuifer ;resent. Sand and travel 
aquifers of eisconsinan ACe are important along the 7itele Blue 
e.iver Valley. The Grand Island Formetion, thouell saturated 
only in its lower eert, still rueelies a considerable amount of 
ground water. 
band and gravel production is an old industry in Jefferson 
County. Large gravel pits ere loc-ted ell the way up and down 
the Little Blue River Valley. Al). of the large sand and gravel 
contractors mine their sand and erevel from the Grand Ultra_ 
Formation that vccounte for rose of the thickness of the high 
terrace deposits alone; the Little nlue ,iver Valley. The feet 
that this formation is parely-to-comeletely unsaturated et meny 
localities makes it ideal for low-cost mining operations. Many 
smaller, temeorary operations heve utilized the chennel fill 
srld and travel of Asconsireen eee preeert within the flood 
el in area ef the Little Blue River Valley. To date less than 
ore percent of the tctal sand end ravel reserves of the area 
EXPLAVATION OF PLATE 11 
rig. I. ecent stream channel with Dakota Group sand- 
stone and Sioux quartzite pebbles and cobbles. 
Terrace from edge of channel to terrace -hill 
slope break is a Wisconsinan Le surface. 
Hill slope is outcropping Kansan Till. SE, 
sec. 21, T. 2 D., R. 3 14 
Fig. B. decent stream channel with fine elastic sedi- 
ments. Terrace from edge of channel to ter- 
race -hill slope break is a Asconsinan Age 
surface. DWA, sec. 5, T. 4 b., R. 3 E. 
YE) 
'LAB 11 
rig. A . 
Fig. B. 
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have been mined, which is siFnificant since millions of cubic 
yards of sand and gravel have already been mined. 
oils developed on the ileistocene formations are highly 
fertile and of high value regarding the agricultural develop- 
ment of the area. The most extensive soil present is the Grun- 
dy silt loam (Hayes, 1925). This soil developed mainly upon the 
eorian .ormation. The several formations consisting entirely 
or pertly of loose and the finer textured alluvial sediments 
provided parent material for the highly fertile and tillable 
soils of the area. If the feorian and Loveland Formations were 
absent, the agricultural productivity of the county in dollars, 
would be greatly reduced. farent material was certainly an. im- 
portant factor of soil formation in this area, 
STRUCTUHE 
The structural relations in Jefferson County are relatively 
simple. :.urface structural mapping is possible only in the out- 
crop area of the Greenhbrn Limestone. The base of this forma- 
tion is the only reliable structural datum of Cretaceous age 
present, urface evidence indicates a regional dip of about 
eight feet per mile to the northwest (N 45 W. plus or minus 5 
degrees) that has been modified locally by several poorly de- 
fined flexures in the southwestern part of the area. Structural 
attitude of the underlying ermian ystem. is not in agreement 
with the overlying Cretaceous ystem. 'Albsurface regional dip 
of the ilarmian System appears to be about 14 feet per mile to 
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the southwest (8 80 W plus or minus 5 degrees). It is not im- 
plied here that the development of structure in the Cretaceous 
rocks was independent of the underlying structure now ;resent 
in the Lernian rocks of the area; however, surface -mapped struc- 
ture in Cretaceous rocs is misleading when one attempts to pro- 
ject such structure to depth. This results because (1) the Per- 
mian erosional surface possesses at least 50 feet of relief lo- 
cally; (2) the thick sequence of cloys interbedded .ith cut and 
fill channel sandstones of the Dakota Group act &..s possible lo- 
calizine centers for sost-depositional differential compaction; 
and (3) the existence of local unconformities within the Dakota 
Group. These three conditions tend to localize re,ionally- 
apslied stress which succeeded in rotating the dip of Cretaceous 
rocks to the northwest. notation was, however, not of great 
enough magnitude to produce a regional dip to the northwest in 
the underlying Permian rocks. The lerLian rocks still dip to 
the southwest as they did originally in pre -Cretaceous time. 
Some of the local structural expression sresent in the 
Greenhorn Limestone n. y have resulted, in part, from differen- 
tisl compaction in late Cretaceous time, before the time of re- 
gional tilting which affected not only rocks of Cretaceous age 
but also those of pre -Cretaceous age. Such differential com- 
paction moy have produced closed structures, but later resional 
tilting to the northwest caused such structures to open up con- 
sidering that their present axes trend north-northwest to south- 
southeast. If the Present areal distribution of the Greenhorn 
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Limestone could be accurately contoured, it would be found that 
all but one flexure would be open and that they would tend to 
nose out in a direction somewhat west of north. In the extreme 
southwestern part of T. 1 1 E., the dip say actually re- 
verse, sivins a closed structure in this area with 5 to 10 feet 
of closure. 
Cross-stratificstion is well developed in the sandstone cf 
the Dakota Group and must not be mistasen for tectonic struc- 
ture. Fore -set deltaic beds can be seen in road cuts. they 
sive the area a local pseudo 
-structure with dips as high as 25 
degrees. The mein usefullness of cross 
-stratification studies 
in the area is for settine up flow directions of transporting 
mediums which in turn indicate the direction to one or more pos- 
sible source areas. evera1 t ices of cross 
-stratification are 
common in the area (Plate 12). 
Visible joints are confined to the competent units of the 
rock column. Joint development is confined to the sandstone 
beds of the Dakota Group and to the Greenhorn Limestone. Joint 
density in the Dakota Group is low and spacing is irregular. 
In the larger road cuts through sandstone bodies, joints are 
usually present but are generally closed. The joints trend in 
a genersl north -south and east -west direction. Joint spacing 
is greater than 20 feet and generally speaking is much greater 
than this. The occurrence of 
to be local in nsture. Joint 
Limestone is much better than 
stone beds are fractured with 
joints in sandstone bodies asse rs 
development in the Greenhorn 
in the Dakota Group. The lime - 
both open and closed joints. 
PLATE 12 
Cross 
-stratification types present in 
the Dakota Group 
Fore -set deltaic beds 
(large scale tabular cross - 
stratification type) 
Lenticular cross - 
stratification 
Tabular cross 
-stratification 
M. Veatch 1963 8 
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The degree of secondary enlargement which the open joints have 
undergone by the solution activity of percolating ground weter 
is of prime importance in some areas where the formation consti- 
tutes the main aquifer. 24:me degree of jointing is evident at 
all known outcrops. Lost circulation drilling problems have 
been encountered while drilling this formation. eveilable data 
to dete indicates that the number of joints eer unit area of 
the foreetion is euite variable throughout the area. This 
point is further illustrated by the fact that; in the drilling 
of some wells in and through the formation, no loet circulation 
problems are encountered. Aereever the Greenhorn Limestone 
exists, water bearing joints are very important and social well 
completion techniques lergely determine the capacity of wells 
developed in this formation. 
Ge,'CLOGICAHITORY 
The Herington Limestone Member of the Nolen Limestone, 
Chase Group, Big Blue Series is the youngest unit of Permian 
age present in the subsurface of Jefferson County. Younger 
rocks of Permian age were deposited in the area but were later 
renoved by erosion in pre-Creticeous time. eith the culmina- 
tion of Permian sedimentation in lower Leonardian time, the 
marine sea regressed southward leaving the area as an eraergent 
landmass. Thuse this area was eubjected to erosion throughout 
late Permien time. 
The area remained emergent during Triaseic and Jurassic 
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time with erosion the dominant operative geologic process. 
Triassic and Jurassic sedimentation was confined to western 
Nebraska; however, Jurassic rocks occur farther east in the 
subsurface than do Triassic rocks. It is possible that Trias- 
sic and Jurassic sediments were deposited in eastern Nebraska 
and were later removed by erosion. The area under investiga- 
tion was an emergent landmass undergoing erosion throughout all 
of Triassic and Jurassic time (Eardley, 1951, Plates 10-14). 
By late Jurassic time, the strandline of the Sundance Sea 
had transgressed from the north, southeastward into the mid-con- 
tinent. At the sane time, the Mexican geosynclinal sea strand - 
line was transgressing northward; however, these two seaways 
did not coalesce in Jurassic time. Coalescence of the seaways 
occurred in late (?) early Cretaceous time producing the Rocky 
Mountain Seaway (=-rocky Mountain Geosyncline) which reached max- 
imum development in late Cretaceous time. Maps showing; the 
areal relations of the events so far described can be found in 
Eardley (1951, Plates 10-16) and Dunbar (1960; Fig. 5, p. 7; 
Fig. 251, p. 295; Fig. 273, p. 320). 
Jefferson County and the rest of eastern Nebraska were an 
emergent landmass undergoing erosion throughout the time span 
from late Permian to middle early Cretaceous tine. This erosion 
succeeded in sculpturing a topography in the Permian rocks with 
a maximum relief of about 200 feet. Local relief approaching 
50 to 100 feet may exist within an area the size of a township. 
This buried topography is of profound significance because: (1) 
it is evidence of a. J-ermian-Cretaceous unconformity; (2) it, 
along with the lack of late Permian to middle lower Cretaceous 
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sedimentary rocks, illustrates the magnitude of thie unconform- 
ity which aoet certainly is of first order magnitude; (3) this 
topography would cause the transgreseing sea front locally to 
be erratic; and (4) locally it controlled the dispersal of 
terriFenous sediment coming in from the east to underlie and 
intertongue with aarine sediments. 
Deposition of the Cloverly Formation began in the late 
early Cretaceous time. In early and middle early Cretaceous 
time the Lakota Sandstone and Fuson Shale ere deposited in 
western Nebraska, followed by deposition of the Fall River 
andstone in late early Cretaceous time. It would appear that 
the Cloverly Formation, which marks the beginning of Cretaceous 
history in Jefferson County, is tire-eluivalent with the Pall 
River Sandstone of western Nebraska (Plate 7). The Cloverly 
Formation of the area is predominantly continental; however, 
carbonates have been reported in the extreme southwest corner 
of the county (Bonham well pp. 17-19). This would suggest 
that marine inundation of the extreme southwestern and western 
pazt of the county occurred during early Cloverly time; how- 
ever, sedimentation was to remain dominantly continental with 
minor transgression and regression of the sea. Sea level must 
have fluctuated for it is the only reasonable mechanism one can 
use to explain the occurrence of salt water 
-::saturated sandstone 
bodies that are completely interbedded in fine terrigenous mate- 
rial which to date has been unquestioned as to its continental 
origin. The connate nature of the water is questioned because 
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the sandstone bodies apeear to be backshore lowland fluvial de- 
posits whose primary water would have been fresh. This line of 
reasoning, if correct, susgests that the primary fresh water 
was flushed out and replaced by salt water which. should not be 
called connate water. If one must maintain it is connate water, 
then it should be qualified as secondary connate water, for it 
is not the original water present at the time of deposition. 
The source of coarse terrigenous material from the east, 
northeast and southeast greatly diminished in Skull Creek time. 
Fine terrigenous material was susslied to the area from the 
east througheut 'Skull Creek time and thus the formation is dom- 
insntly a mottled clay of c,ntirents1 origin. During Omadi 
tire, coarse terrigenous aterial once more became abundant in 
the central and eastern part of the area where it wras deposited 
a:3 fluvial cut and fill channel sands which later were cemented 
into sandstonewith iron oxide cement. The channels that these 
sends were deposited in were in sone instances cut down into the 
underlying skull Creek shale. Such evidence indicates extensive 
erosion in post-ikull Creek pre-Omadi tine. Throughout most of 
Dakota time, erosion was oeturring locally along with deposition 
in areas of continental sedimentation. The amount of erosional 
energs was appreciable in Cloverly time, somewhat less in ':skull 
Creek time, and probably highest in Omadi time. 
The abundance of gray shale, pyrite, occasional thin lig- 
nite layers and general thinness of absence of sandstone is. the 
western pa t of the county, essecially T. 2 & 3 N., 1 L. is 
significant. y early Omadi time, thu east edge of the seaway 
projected into western Jefferson County and it was bordered by 
a lowland beckshore area a few miles wide to the east. This 
lowland backshore area was erobably swampy; an environment that 
would favor the ereeepvetlen of the grey color in the shale. 
the environment would also favor the formation of iron sulfides 
and the preservation of organic Letter introduced from the con- 
tineneal flora that flourished on the continental eedimente to 
thu east. et the same time, 60E16 of the grey shale was probab- 
ly deposited locally in a true marine environment in the ex- 
ereme weetern eare of the area already mentioned. If the clay 
eineralogy of this gray ehele was determined from well eamples, 
and if the analysis showed a predominance of illite, than. it 
could be aseumed with some certainty that a true marine environ- 
ment did exist in this area. even though there may be a 
dominance of illite, one should expect eome montmorillonite, 
chlorite and even minor amounts of kaolinite. kaolinite should 
become progrezeively more abundant as one moves eastward near 
ehore. The lack of carbonates in the gray shale faciee is ex- 
pleined by the presence of too high an influx of terrigenous 
muds from the east. Only one aurfece exposure of carbonate 
rock was reund in the Dakota eroup. It was an impure lithograph- 
ic limestone lens about one root thiak in the east road cut of 
biehway t 15 S, 1500 feet south from the center or sec. 23, 
T. 1 N., R. 2 E. This lenticular limestone is situeeed in the 
upper part of the Omadi eandseone (here the facies ie quite 
shaly). 
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Two things should be kept in mind when dealing with the 
sedimentational history of the Dakota Group in Jeffereon County 
and eastern Eebraska in geeeral; (1) a transgreseive seaway was 
expanding auetward; however, if it had expanded as fer eact ae 
Jeffereon County its exeaneien was confined to the extreme west- 
ern ?art of the county; and (2) the terrigenous material making 
up the continental deposits was treneeorted from the east and 
these deposits tended to build out weateeri while the trans- 
gressive seaway deposits tended to build eeetward. With such 
a condition, intertonguing of centinentel and marine oediments 
is bound to occur. ..;;vidence suggeets that such a erocess did 
occur in the western. :art of Jefferson County et least in Omadi 
time. 
The age of the Dukote Group is a controversial eroblem 
which is net ugreed upon by all workers. The group, as present 
in Nebraska, is early Cretaceous in age. It is older in western 
ebbranku than in eastern Vebreeka; however, by late early Cre- 
taceoue tiLe, sedimentation of the Dakota Group bean in Jeffer- 
con County. The completion 
the end of early Cretaceous 
of this sedimentation interval marks 
tine and the beginning of lute Cre- 
taceous tire. Todd (1911) war; of the opinion that the Dakota 
Formation belonged to the 
Ties the eituetion quite 
lower Cretaceous jeries. He summe- 
adeouatoly. As he pointed cut, when 
one studiee the ercal stratigraphy, palcontoloey and lithelogy 
of the Dakota Formation, there is no basis for placing this 
fornotion in with the Benton Group (now the Graneros 
Greenhorn Limestone and Cerlile Shale), the basal group of the 
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upper Cretaceous Series, iester (1952) reconfirms his earlier 
statenients (Tester, 1931) and concludes thet the Dakota Group 
definitely belongs to the lower Cretaceous ..3eries. Dunbar 
(1960, p. 329) summarizes the situation as follows: 
The sea spread slowly to the north and east, 
reaching Colorado and Kansas late in the Larly Cre- 
taceous i;pooh and then spread rapidly eastward to 
Iowa end northward over 4oming. Here the Dakota 
group forms the base of the Cretaceous eysten. It 
includes the initial marine deposits of the interior 
seaway as well as the underlying and intertonguing 
non-meriee deposits laid down in advance of the sea. 
It includes alternating sandstone and shale forma- 
tions with sand predominating in the southern part 
(Colorado, (ansas and hebraska) and shale in the 
northern part. It contains a depauperate marine 
fauna now known to be largely if not entirely Lower 
Cretaceous. (Until recently it was considered besal 
Upper Cretaceous.) 
Condra (1908) recognized the nature of the Dakota Group in 
eastern hebraska early as evidenced by the following ttenent: 
The Dakota is....a tangy deposit made by 
streams along migrating shore lines. Its sediments in 
eastern Lebraeka seem to have been carried westward by 
rivers whose load was eathered in Iowa and bordering 
states. 
At the beginning of late Cretaceous time, the sea trans- 
gressed rapidly eastward over eastern Lebraska. This is in. 
strong contrast with the sea present during the time of the 
Dakota Group. At the time of the Dakota Group, the sea appears 
to have fluctuated for long periods of time with local eastward 
transgression and regression. In Jefferson County the Greneros 
Shale is the basal unit of the upper Cretaceous Series. The 
carbonate content of the ehele becomes progreesively hither 
near its upper boundary. This relationship clearly testifies 
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to a rapid eastward transgression of the sea. The sea was 
clearing which was highly advantageous for carbonate sedimenta- 
tion which was to follow, and is recorded in the record aa the 
Greenhorn Limestone. 
The environment of deaosition changed from a marine clay 
mud to a limy clay mud marine environment near the end of Gran- 
eros sedimentation. it the sane time, vigorous volcanic activ- 
ity many miles to the west and southwest loaded the eastward - 
roving air :asses with volcanic ash. as the winds of these air 
masses lost their competency, the ash settled out into the mar- 
ine basins of. :Nebraska and adjacent areas. The ash was convert- 
ed to bentonite beds averaging less than one-half foot in thick- 
ness in Jefferson County. Culmination of the ash falls pro- 
duced a time datum that locally apsroximates the close of Gran- 
eros sedimentation and the be,inning: of Greenhorn sedimentation. 
The fact that the lime tones are micritee strongly suggests 
a Greenhorn environment of low mechanical energy. Such. an en- 
vironsent would also favor the faunal assemblage that is present. 
Cyclic type sedimentation of alternating limestone and sari 
units clearly indicates that the environment was by no means 
static for a long time span. Intermittent fluctuations in loc- 
al environmental energy are indicated by coarsening of units 
9-11, p. 42. The characteristic phosphatic faunal assemblage 
ao arevalent in the Granerss environment extended into the 
Greenhorn environment but was suppressed by a prolific Inocera- 
Om cf. labiatus assemblage in. the middle and upper part of the 
form-tion. The chancre in eetrogrephic limestone teies free a 
foseil-bearing hicrite to a Bionicrite clearly illustrates this 
point. There eleo appears to be a less prolific pelagic fora- 
minifers poeulation in the upper part of the formation. Ohis 
is eccom .vied by en increase in clay and a decreese in c rbon- 
te in the urper eert of the formation. 
Following the close of Greenhorn sediment tion, a seluerce 
of upper Cretaceous sediments was deposited as the seaway con- 
tinued to expand eastward. This expansion of the seaway contin- 
ued well up into late Cretaceous time (Pierre Shale). By this 
time the eastern edge of the seaway was well over into Iowa 
(Lardley, 1951, Plate 16). It would ae ear that the seaway 
reached its masinum extent in late Pierre time and then with- 
drew from the nid-continent region relatively rapidly (begin- 
ning of the Larimide orogeny) and this brought to a close the 
end of en era. 
Iowa and eastern Nebraska were left emereent by the retreat 
of the sea. Jefferson County was once more subjected eo an ex- 
tereive _eriod of subaeriel erosion which began in very late 
Cretaceous time and ended at the close or Tertiary time. ero- 
sion Lrogressed uninterrupted from very late Cretaceous time 
throughout all of ertiery time and throw,: out most of Quatern- 
ary time until :::id-Illineian tine in the southwestern pert of 
the county. This lone interval of :rosion succeeded in removing 
all post -Greenhorn sedim.'.rits except for local reen:nts of the 
Fairport Shale of the C,r1ile 4ormation in the extreme western 
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part of the county. 
It has always been assumed that the northern part of the 
Missouri Aiver drainage basin drained northward into Hudson Bay 
in pre-glacial times and that farther south, drainage was to 
the Gulf of hexico. These old drainage patterns differ in 
places from the present pattern. During lute Permian, Cretace- 
ous and early to middle Tertiary time the streams of Jefferson 
County drained weetward. By late Tertiary time, streams were 
flowing east to northeast across Jefferson County. The one in 
the northern part of the area was well developed and contained 
in a much broader valley than the present day valleys of the 
area. One also flowed across the southern part of the county. 
but was somewhat smeller t. an the northern one. These streaas 
continued to flow east-northeast after leaving Jefferson County. 
whether or not they intercept a larger northward drainaee :ystem 
is not known by the writer. The streams intercept a drainage 
system, but the question that remains to be answered is whether 
the system drains north or south. 
The land surface of Jefferson County was relatively rough 
by the close of the Tertiary. 2elief in the area exceeded 450 
feet and it approached 250 feet in areas the size of townships. 
Thie post-Cretaceous, pre-Pleistocene surface is most certainly 
an unconformity of first order magnitude. From the beginning 
of Ueistocene time on, this topographic surface has controlled 
sedimentation throughout the area. Erroneous conclusions about 
the Pleistocene history are reached if this fact is not reco- 
nized. 
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The erosional energy present in the late Pliocene environ- 
ment was relatively low. At the beginning of ileistocene time, 
several important things happened: (1) M. K. 
_tdies (Condra and 
Reed, 194.3) suggests thet the Tertiary was closed out by up- 
lift in western Nebraska followed by a cycle of erosion that 
=rks the beginning of the Pleistocene; (2) a continental gla- 
cier began to build up and move southward out of Canada; and 
(3) the glacial clirete of the north drastically altered the 
previous Pliocene climate in the periglacial region as the gla- 
cier moved southward. The climatic conditions chanted from 
temperate and dry to arctic and humid. 
.environmental energy 
inc eased, introducing a new erosional cycle. The cycle caused 
stream gradients to inceease along with increasing stream com- 
petency. 
The first sediment to be deposited in early :-,abreekan time 
in the county was the Seward Formation (page 50). after deposi- 
tion of several bet of this coarse elastic material, the sedi- 
ment became finer in texture, forming the a;eward 
.Zormation 
(silt). The front of the eebraskan glacier entered the state 
from he north-northeast and moved southward over eastern Ne- 
braska. Deeosition of outwash gravel preceeded the advancing 
front and. was later overridden by the ice. Though the glacier 
was hundreds of feet thick- there were erobably some high bed- 
rock areas that it was forced to encircle; it succeeded in 
filling the pre 
-glacial valleys of eastern Nebraska. The Ne- 
braskan glacier did net reach as far west as Jefferson County, 
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but it deemed the lower courses of the two pre -glacial eastward 
flowing atreeas that dra1ned the area. 
Deaeire of the streams caused them to aggrade their val- 
leys westward with fluvial inwash and glacial outwash material. 
The velleys of Jefferson County were ageraded high up onto 
their valley walls by sand and gravel which becomes firer in 
the upper part of this cycle. host of this material was derived 
from the '.:ertiare formations of central and western Rebraska. 
As the front of the LeLraskan glacier receded, drainage ways 
were opened on the newly formed till plain to the east and ero- 
sion became active removing the till completely at places. Far- 
ther west in Jefferson County, erosion was occurring on the up.. 
per surface of the newly ferned Holdrege sand and gravel plein. 
This erosion was followed by deposition of the Fullerton Forma- 
tion in Jefferson County. This formation is considered by some 
to be a fine textured final depositional phase that bean with 
the building of the Loldrege sand and gravel plain. However, 
the Fullerton Formation is, at places in Jefferson County, sep- 
arated from the underlying eoldrege formation by an erosional 
interval. Fullerton sedimenteeion succeeded in filling the old 
pre -glacial valleys and even mantled some of the upland. Dope- 
sieion of the Fullerton Formation began in late Rebraskan time 
and continued through aftonian time and possibly into very early 
Kansan tiae. 6011 development occurred in eftonian time but 
the soils were in aeneral removed by erosion. Itus, the Nebras- 
ka-Aftonian cycle of sedimentation as conceived by Condra, Reed 
and Gordon (1950 had come to an end. 
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A new cycle of sedimentation was started in early Kansan 
time (Kansan-Yarmouthian cycle) in the county. Once again a 
continental glacier moved southward from Canada, es the glacier 
moved southward across eastern Nebraska, it spread farther west- 
ward than the previous tebraskan glacier and succeeded in gla- 
ciating most of the northeastern half of Jefferson County. The 
glacier once again dammed what was left of the old pre -glacial 
drainage ways. As the glacier advanced, outwash material was 
deposited in its path which it later overrode, This is the At- 
chison ?ormation. Upon entering Jefferson County, the glacier 
was forced to move over a high topographic surface which became 
a formidable barrier along what is now the northeastern valley 
wall of the Little Blue aiver Valley from Powell, Nebraska 
southeastward. The ice was thin at the glacier margin. This 
condition, coupled with the high local relief, caused the front 
of the glacier to become lobate and the remaining glacial ener- 
gy was dissipated west to southwestward through outlet valleys. 
Condra, deed and Gordon (1550) suggest that the maximum ice ad- 
vance occurred early in Kansan time. 
The Little :flue aliver Valley below icwell, Nebraska came 
into existence as a deflected ice marginal stream when the Kan- 
san glacier began ite retreat. This valley is known to be an 
ice contact stream valley for the following reaeons: (1) pre - 
Pleistocene valleys trended east -west; (2) present valleys in 
the outcropeing Cretaceous formations form a dendritic pattern; 
however, the sealler intermittent streams drain into larger 
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ones that trend north -south; (3) the Little Blue diver Valley 
cuts diagonally across these other two drainage patterns; and 
(4) undisputable evidence is contained in the fact that Kansan 
Till occurs high up on the northeast valley wall and is absent 
on the southwest valley wall of this river valley from a few 
miles northwest of Fairbury, Nebraska southenstsard to the 
-an- 
san-Lebraskan line. Thus, the Little Blue river Valley in the 
area outlined had its beginning in middle to late Kansan time 
and it defines the channel of an ice contact stream. 
Active erosion and sedimentstion were going on in late 
Kansan time. Stream gradients were high. test of the till 
border in the northwestern township of the county, the upper 
part of the old pre -glacial valley that drained eastward in sre- 
glacial times was still not completely filled. Fluvial inwash 
and glacial outwash material rapidly accumulated against the 
Kansan Till barrier and the old eastward trending stream val- 
leys were once more argraded by coarse elastics (Grand Island 
Formation). The northern valley was completely filled west of 
the till border in Jefferson County. While the northern val- 
ley was beirss aggraded, the newly formed Little Blue diver Val- 
ley was also being aggraded by coarse elastics. 
_Sven though 
the area is near the till border, most of the clastic material 
filling the valleys must .wdre come from the mountains and table- 
lands of the west. This situation had already occurred once 
before when the Aoldrege Formation was deposited. 
;While the Grand Island Formation was being deposited, the 
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till sheet to the east was undergoing exteneive erosion. In 
Jefferson County, the upper surface of the till sheet was badly 
eroded and at places a considerable thickness was renoved. In 
the meantime, Grand Island sedimentetion was coming to a close. 
Subdreinage of the Grand Island Formation was eood so erosion 
was negligible. In very late Kansan time or early Yarmouthien 
tire, the aqueous-eolian Sappa Formation was deposited upon the 
g Grand Island sand and ravel plain. Some Sappa sediments may 
occur locally on the Kansan fill. During Yarmouthian tine, 
soil development occurred on the Kansan Till sheet and associa- 
ted deposits; however, the soil zone was largely destroyed by 
later erosion. Boil fornetioe brought to a close the Kansan- 
Yarrnouthinn cycle of sedimentetion in the county. 
The Illinoian-ianeamonian cycle of sedimentation is well 
recorded in Jefferson County. Though the Illinoian glacier only 
penetrated the extreme northeastern pert of Nebreska (Condra, 
Reed and Gordon, 1950), it produced a new erosional cycle which 
caused valley erosion that would soon be followed by alluvia- 
tion. The sand and gravel deposits that now form a relatively 
high terrace deposit along the valley walls of the Little Blue 
River Valley are of Grand Island age in their lower and middle 
part, but of Crete age in their upper part. The upper surface 
of this now dissected terrace in most certeinly a construction- 
al surface of Illinoian age that has been somewhat modified by 
post-Illinoian erosion. These sand and grevel deposits were 
mapped as Grand Island because they ere difficult to separate 
accurately; however, they are Grand Island -Crete in age. 
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The illinoian-Sensasonian cycle of sedimentation was 
brought to a close by eolian sedimentation and soil formation. 
The loess deposits of the Loveland Formation covered 1;1ie ehele 
eoenty except in the volleys where tha valley and coliuvi-i 
phases were dominent. Large portions of the loess deposits re- 
naing however, the upper surface was dissected somewhat and com- 
plete removal of the deposit occurred throughout much of the 
southern part of the county. Depoeition of the Loveland Sorma- 
tion may have continued into 'Gangamonian time. The boil pro- 
file developed upon the Loveland Formation In Sansamouian time 
is known as the Cangamon soil in Illinois but in Iowa and Ne- 
braska it is known as the Loveland Soil (Sondra, need and Gor- 
don, 1950). The soil is often recognizable in well cuttings as 
well as in good outcrop exposures. 
The lest Pleistocene cycle of sedimentation is the Siscon- 
sinan cycle. Surins this time, Jefferson County was some dis- 
tance out in the periglaciel zone. The lower course of the 
Little Slue River was cut down into the Skull reek whale at 
this time if it had not already occurred in illinoian eime. 
The down -cutting was followed by allusistion of the river val- 
ley. Preliminery reconneissance work indicates that the Rose 
Creek drninage system and other smaller systems were non-exis- 
tent before disconuirvIn tine. During this time of volley alluv- 
iation, the upland areas were being mantled by eolian deposits 
(Peorian Formation). This loess material covered the area ex- 
tensively but has been removeirby late Sieconsireen and Recent 
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erosion in some areas of the county. eeeme soil formation oc- 
curred in early disconeinan time but no such soil was found in 
this area. 
Recent erosion and sedimentation has tended to oliehely 
modify the topography that existed at the close of eiuconsinan 
time. ecent erosion and sedimentation features of this area 
can best be summed up as the micro-topoerephic and micro-eedi- 
mentational features thet have been euperimposed on a more eas- 
ily recognizable ore-eecent maaro-topography. 
everal different ueomorphic processes are active in the 
area and some are the sane orocesees and agents that were so 
important in the pre-Aecent erosional and sedimentationel his- 
tory of Jefferson county. The present importance of one geo- 
morphic process compared to another is shown by a series of 
dieierams (ilates 13-14). These are the diaeramo of Louis eel - 
tier as tney appear in Thornbury (1954, -ee. 58-60). The fol- 
lowing conelustions about the theoretical ideal oeesented on 
eletes 1'-14 are probable: 
1. Moderate chemical weathering predominates with mech- 
anical weathering being less important. 
2. Hass movement is at a miwimum. 
3. Laximum to moderate wind action. 
4. Maximum pluvial eroeion. 
field evidence suegests the main processes are as follows: 
1. Pluvial including fluvial erosion La moot certainly 
the dominant eeoeional agent in the county. 
SXPLANATION Of kLATL 
Fig. A. Diagram suggesting the relative importance 
or mass -wasting, stream erosion, aud wind 
erosion under varying climtic conditions. 
Diagram £ represents MUS6 movement. 
fig. B.' Diagram sugesting the relative irtance 
of mass -wasting, stream erosion, and wind 
erosion under varying climatic conditions. 
Diaram B represents pluvial erosion. 
Rig. C. Diagram suggesting the relative imoortnce 
of mass -wasting, stream erosion, and wind 
erosion under varying climatic conditions. 
Diagram 0 repreaeuts wind action. 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE 14 
Fig. N. Diagram suggesting the relative importance 
of various types of weathering under vary- 
ing temperature and rainfall conditions. 
Fig. B. Diagram suggesting the effects of rT3infall 
and temperature variations upon the rela- 
tive importz-mce of chemical and mechanical 
weathering. Diagram B. represents chemical 
weathering. 
Fig. C. Diagram surgestirg the effects of rainfall 
and temperature variations upon the relative 
importance of chemical and mechanical wea- 
thering. Diagram C represents mecLanical 
weathering. 
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2. bass movement is at a minimum but certainly detectable 
in the Cretaceous outorol) areas of the county. 
3. Wind action is noderate hut probably is never maximum 
for over 30 days out of the year. The 19301s was a tire when 
wind action was at a maximum for a considerable period of time. 
4. The some of the area tend to support the conclusion 
that chenical weatherine (decomposition) is more important than 
mechanical weathering (disintegration). The weathering of 
granitic boulders near the surface of the Kansan Till end wea- 
thering at Greenhorn Limestone outcrops clearly illustrate the 
domineree of .chenicel decomposition. :Iumrnrizing, noderate 
chemical action is present with mechanical disinteeretion being 
less important but ereeent ire the processes of frost ectioe and 
freeze end thaw. 
This theory portrays a fairly accurate picture for the 
present, for man known variables. The readable record of the 
past is blurred, thus, ran's knowledec of the variables is ques- 
tionable; however, this method gives an in into the past 
regarding reomorphic processes. The theory works well for broad 
areas, for it is based on clinnte which is regionel in nature. 
Locel inconeistencies in the theory w1.11 appear ar it is ap- 
plied to smeller and smeller areas. 
SURFACE WATER 
Four major watersheds drein the county. eithin these 
drainage basins are mature streams whose st,ee of development 
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varies with the larger stream beine more mature than the 
smaller streams* A dendritic drainage pattern has developed 
throushout the area. The four mejor watersheds are the (1) 
Little blue River watershed; (2) Cub Creek watershed; (3) Indi- 
an Creek watershed; and (4) Swan Creek watershed. Perennial 
streams are present only in. the Little Blue aivor watershed 
wit;h the Little Blue River being the largest perennial stream. 
The southwestern half of the county is drained by the Little 
Blue aiver arid its oein tributaries which are Rose Creek with 
its tributaries on the south and Big Sandy, Little Sandy and 
Rock Creek on the north. Swan, Cub and Indian Creeks are tri- 
butaries of the Pig Blue River watershed which drains south- 
ward through Gage County. The Sean Creek watershed drains the 
extreme northeast corner of T. 4 I., R. 1 L. and the northern 
part of T. 4 N., R. 2-4 L. Cub Creek watershed drains the 
T. 3 N., R. 2 E., southern part of T. 4 N., R. 3-4 i., and most 
of T. 3 I., R. 3-4 L. Indian Creek watershed drains most of 
T. 2 N., R. 4 E. and the northern eart of T. 1 N., R. 4 E. 
Itorage of surface water is very lieited. Surface storage 
is confined to small stock -water ponds and recreation lskes. 
ealrfaee etorage of water will increase in the future as the 
grade stabilization and flood water retarding structures of the 
small watershed projects in the area are completed. During 
high water staee, the larger streams are influent and therefore 
constitute a local source of ground water recheree. During low 
water stage, the larger perennial streams are effluent. This 
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is lerticulerly true of the Little blue Aiver. At the gaging 
station on the Little Flue Aver neer 2airbury, Nebraska during 
the years 1956-60, the following data were obtained (Nebraska's 
.ater 
-tory, 1963): 
1. Lowest doily mean discherge 20 million eeellons 
per day (60 ace feet per day). 
2. Lowest monthly mean discharge 54 million rellons 
per day (165 acre feet per day). 
3. lean of yeerly discharges for water years 1956-60, 
415 cubic feet per second (822 acre feet per day). 
The lowest daily mean discharge (60 acre feet per day) is be- 
cause of ground water discharge. The lowest monthly mean dis- 
charge of 165 acre feet per day :Ley be the result of ground wa- 
ter discharge. et leest this much ground water per day on the 
average is lost from the little Blue eiver basin. This drain- 
age basin encompasses more than Jefferson County so the loss is 
not entirely from ground water etora6e in Jefferson County. 
GROUND WATLR RLSOURCE8 
Five ground. water provinces are here recognized in Jeffer- 
son County. They are: (1) Northern Jeffereon County Buried Val- 
ley Ground eater leevince; (2) Gouthern Jefferson County Buried 
Valley Ground eater irovince; (3) Gentrel Jefferson County high 
Bedrock Ground ,,ater erovince; (4) southern jeffereon County 
high Bedrock Ground eater erovinoe; ard (5) Little Blue diver 
Valley Ground Water Province. .he general location. and cherac- 
terietics of theae provinces are shown on ileees 15-16. 
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PLATE 16 
CHARACTERISTICS OF JEFFERSON COUNTY'S 
GROUND WATER PROVINCES 
(1) Northern Jefferson County Buried Valley Ground Water Province 
(2) Central Jefferson County High Bedrock Ground Water Province 
(3) Southern Jefferson County Buried Valley Ground Water Province 
(4) Little Blue River Valley Ground Water Province 
(5) Southern Jefferson County High Bedrock Ground Water Province 
Major 
aquifer 
Minor 
aquifer 
Dir. of 
Gd. Water 
flow 
Discharge 
by 
Recharge 
by 
Well 
yield 
Water 
quality 
(1) 
Holdrege 
sd.&gr. 
uncon- 
fined 
East Subsurface 
outflow to 
east, Irr. 
& Dom. 
wells 
Subsurface 
inflow from 
W., surface 
infiltra- 
tion 
over 
1000 
gpm 
Fresh 
(2) 
Dakota 
Gr. Ss. 
confined 
Green- 
horn 
Ls. in 
west 
Down dip Subsurface 
flow to L. 
Blue river, 
Dom. & Mum 
wells 
Surface in- 
filtration, 
some Ss. 
beds are 
not re- 
charged 
less 
than 
250 
gpm 
Fresh 
central 
& east 
Salty in 
W. except 
upper 
part 
(3) 
Holdrege 
sd.&gr. 
uncon- 
fined 
East- 
northeast 
Subsurface 
outflow to 
E., Irr. & 
Dom. wells 
Subsurface 
inflow from 
W., surface 
infiltra- 
tion 
500 
to 
1000 
Fresh 
(4) 
Wiscon- 
sin 
Stage 
sd.&gr. 
(5) 
Dakota 
Gr. Ss. 
confined 
Gd. Is. 
terrace 
sd.&gr. 
Southeast 
Down dip 
Subsurface 
outflow to 
SE., ef- 
fluent 
stream 
discharge, 
Dom. , Ind., 
141in_&AC,W: 
Effluent 
streams & 
springs 
Dom.&Ind. 
wells 
Subsurface 
inflow from 
W., in- 
fluent 
stream, 
surface in- 
filtration 
Surface in- 
filtration, 
some Ss. 
beds are 
not re- 
charged 
Gen- 
eral- 
ly 
less 
than 
500 
gpm 
less. 
than 
250 
gpm 
Fresh 
Fresh 
central 
& east 
Salty in 
W. except 
upper 
part 
Dom. (domestic),Ind.(Industria1),Irr.(jrr1atjon),Nun. (municipal), 
AC(air conditioning),W(wells), upper part(refers to upper part 
of Dakota Group). 
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water is supplied to wells by both unconfined and confined 
aquifers. The unconfined aquifers are limited to formations of 
Pleistocene age except where a sandstone aquifer of Cretaceous 
age is overlain by permeable Pleistocene sediments. Confined 
(artesian) aquifers are limited to formations of Cretaceous age. 
dome semi -confined conditions may occur locally in J:leistocene 
aquifers. It is now known th t some of the confined sandstone 
aquifers of the Dako6a Group are leaky, thus producing semi - 
confined conditions. The confined aquifers encountered in the 
area are generally under positive hydrostatic pressure. In 
some localities, confined sand atone beds are saturated only in 
their lower part and thus are under no hydrostatic pressure. 
This latter condition has resulted from drainage of the upper 
part of the upper part of the aquifer by spring discharge. 
The approximate water table is shown on the cross sections 
(Plates 2-4). Data used as control for plotting the water ta- 
ble were collected over a period of almost 30 years. The water 
table shown in the unconfined aquifers is within plus or minus 
10 feet of beira:: correct in most of the area. In the high bed- 
rock areas, a discontinuous water table (not a piezometric sur- 
f ace) is shown because of the nature of the Cretaceous forma- 
tions of the area. Where saturated sandstone beds are present, 
there will be a confined water table. If the sandstone beds 
are absent, ten the depth to water increases until a sandstone 
aquifer is encountered. :pith such a condition existing as just 
outlined, there Cannot be a continuous water table in the ground 
ltee 
weter ,provinces tsx t utilize aouifers of Cretoceous age. An 
important conclusion drawn from the foregoing discussion is 
that a wotertableoontour map io velid only for the hydraulic 
system it is drawn on. Ohot system hakeens to be an aouifer 
thot is defined in three dimensional apse and when one tries 
to cone= ct the water table contours of two different systems 
(aquifers), the resultant map is erroneous. This is a concept 
that has been forgotten by too many workoro in tha past. The 
geolooy of a ground water orovince Must be fairly well under- 
stood before a good water table contour map for the province 
can be constructed. This was one of the in purpooes of 
invostigation and the croso sections on olotes 2-4 outline the 
general three dimehsional configuration of the area's e ound 
water provinces. 
Ground water recharge, dischorge and movemeot is variable 
one: each Ground water province is a seoarote otuety in itself. 
.he follooing conclusions and s'eculotions are mode roeording 
groond water recharge, discharge and movement as occurring in 
Jefferoon County. 
In the 14orthern and .out_ ern Jefferson County Buried Val- 
ley =round eater -rovinces, the loteral ground water moveeent 
is eastward ord io ostinoted to be not In excous of e00 to 300 
feet per year. In the northorn orovince, the-oostward loteral 
movement of ground water which cousee subsurface diechoroe of 
unconfined water eaetward fron underneoth the area is conoon- 
soted for by subsurface inflow of unconfieod water from the 
west-northwest. elle same condition existo in the scuthorn 
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province except the subsurface inflow is from the west-southwest 
and subsurface outflow is in an east-northeasterly direction. 
The inflow does not simultaneously balance the outflow thus 
producing, a water table of equilibrium. Heavy pumping in the 
northern basin will not cause ground water inflow from the west 
to come rushing in overnight to replace the withdrawn water. 
The water will continue to percolate eastward. into the 
Jefferson County portion of the basin at the relatively slow 
rate of several hundred feet per year. aith such a hydraulic 
system local anomalies occur within the water table of a ground 
water province. The magnitude of subsurface discharge is un- 
known but another large source of discharge is the artificial 
discharge caused by domestic and irrigation wells (most of the 
area's irrigation wells are in the too provinces being discussed, 
with the majority being in the northern province). 3tatistics 
presented in "Nebraska: Irrigation aells", (1963) indicates that 
as of chnuary 1, 1963 the area had ill irrigation wells with an 
average capacity of 890 gallons per minute per well. A large 
source of the annual recharge for the five ground water erovtaces 
is the infiltration of precipitation and infiltration of water 
applied by irrigation practices. 3ome of the water used for 
irrigation is lost to the atmosphere by evaporation and trans- 
piration rocesses and eome water is lost as -surface runoff. 
Until recently, emphasis was always placed on recherge areas 
that were :any miles away. This concept is valid for many con- 
fined aquifers; however, in Jefferson County as at many other 
places, a large increment of recharge received by unconfined 
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aquifers is local within the area of outcrop. 
The Little Blue Aver Velley Ground Water rrovince receives 
subsurface inflow from the west, and ground water movement is 
in a southeasterly direction from this province into Kansas. A 
portion of the ground water discharge of this province is by 
effluent stream flow as previously mentioned. The province re- 
ceives influent seepage from streams during rormal and high wa- 
ter steges. This source of recharge occurs in ell the provinces. 
Infiltration of precipitation in this province is high because 
of the permeability of the terrace deeosits; this same preciel- 
tation is discharged by springs alone the valley where the river 
has cut its channel into bedrock 0 to 50 feettslow the base of 
the high terrace deeoeits. This spring discharge is lost from 
the province as stream discharge. 
The Central and ;lout ern Jefferson County High Bedrock 
Ground dater zrovinces differ considerably from the other three 
provinces of the area. This results because of the different 
types of hydreulic systems (confined aeuifers ins read of uncon- 
fined aquifers). k' any of the sandstone aquifers are receiving 
little or no recharge. 
The areal distribution of Dakota Group aquifers is not well 
enough known to try to cennect an individual subsurface s and- 
stone body with an outcroping sandstone body. Undoubtedly some 
subsurface sandstone beds do move up die to the eeet ;,71c1 appear 
as surface outcrops. here such a condition ed..sza, the confined 
aquifer is recharged by direct infiltretion of precipitetion. 
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Known salt water saturated sandstone aquifers are present 
in these two provinces es,cially in the western and southwest- 
ern parts of the provinces. ehen the two provinces are consid- 
ered in their entirety, the eiajority of the aquifers contain 
fresh water. 'lest of the discherge from these confined aqui- 
fers is by domestic wells. Several industrial wells also util- 
ize water from confined sandstone aquifers. 
Pressure conditions within the confined aquifers of these 
teo erovinces are :still high. Ground water movement in these 
confined aquifers is down dip if the aquifer is hydraulically 
connected with the surface. Many of the deep channel sandstone 
aquifers are thoroughly interbedded within impermeable moterial. 
Theoretically, when eeter le withdrawn from these confined aqui- 
fers, all local flow within the aquifer becomes redial and the 
pressure is only reduced. ':.11e amount of water in store at 
point of pumping theoretically will not begin to decrease until 
the preseuve surface is lowered to the altitude of the toe of 
the aquifer at point of pumping. Actual complete depressuriza- 
tion of the confined aquifers has occurred only locally in the 
southern eart of the county where topography has caused natural 
springs to drein confined sandstone aquifers an the down dip 
side. 
Ground water quality is good in this area except for those 
aquifers that are s aline. Conclusions about the water chemistry 
of the aquifers cannot be made because an adequate sample anal- 
yses throughout the area has not been made. Actually, a fully 
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analyzed water sample is of little practical value in areal 
studies if a detailed log of the well from which it came is not 
available. This is a fact future workers should keep in mind. 
The following cheirical analysis of Fairbury, Nebraska's water 
supply Fives some indication of quality of water from sand and 
gravel aquifers of Pleistocene age. 
Data from Nebraska's dater Story, 1963: 
Fairbury, Nebraska sample taken 
source. The deter is fluorinated 
from the well field so disregard 
The samele was net taken directly 
from a fluorinated 
after distribution 
the fluoride ion. 
at the well field. 
Parts 2.92: million 
Total solids 452.0 
lotal hardness (0400A ) 210.0 
Total alkalinity (C0-1) 208.0 
Iron (Fe) 0.0 
Calcium (Ca) 
Manganese (Mn) 0.02 
Chloride (Cl ) 75.0 
Fluoride (2 ) 0.1 
Sulfate (:04) 24.0 
Nitrate (as N) less than 10.0 
odium (Na) .0008 
Potassium (K) 
Since this sample was taken from Fairbury's distribu- 
tion system one rust 3.10 be skeptical of the chlor- 
ide content reported, because of chlorination. 
average temperature of the area's ground water is 56° F. 
This low average temperature makes the water highly desirable 
for industrial use and air conditioning purposes. Many of the 
business establishments in downtown Fairbury hebraska have 
their own wells for supplying water to their -air conditioning 
systems. 
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ALL .ILIDS Ab.r/ OBLA.18 
Jefferson County's ground ;.ater rebources are mainly being 
used for the following purposes: (1) domestic use (includes 
stock watering); (2) irrigation; (3) air conditioning; (4) mu- 
nicipal use; and (5) industrial use. There are over 1000 domes- 
tic wells in the area. Lost of these wells range in size from 
two inch tubular wells to six inch steel cased wells. hany of 
the wells are pumped by electric pumps, with average pump wile-. 
ity ranieing from 5 to 10 gallons per minute; however, many of 
the stock pasture wells are pumped by windmills. As of Janu- 
ary 1, 1963, the county had 111 registered irrigation wells 
that are inteeaed to irrigate an average acreage of 137 acres 
per well. everege depth of these wells is 169 feet with an av- 
erage depth to static water level of 105 feet. Average well 
yield is 890 Gallons per minute (above statistics from lebraska: 
Irrigation eells, 1963). Lost of these wells are lE to 18 inch 
cAsed wells. The wells are cased either with concecte or steel 
casing and they were drilled by reverse circulation rotary 
drills. Generally speaking, a 30 inch hole is drilled and grav- 
el packed back to casing size. These irrigation wells obtain 
their water from unconfined aeuifers. 
Air conditionine wells at Fairbury, Lebraska range from 6 
to 24 inches in diameter and are cased with several different 
types of steel casing. They range from 50 to 50 feet in depth 
with capacities ranging on the average froze 25 to 100 gallons 
per minute. These wells obtain their we ter from:: an unconfined 
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sand and gravel c eeifer in the Little :Clue Aver ,-lley .;round 
eeter w.rovincc. 
Zunicipal wells are located at i'airbury, Diller, Ilywouth, 
eeynolde, Jansen and Daykin, eebraska. The lareeet well Tield 
is the Crystal ',;pringa well field at Fairbury where aeveral 
million gallons a day are Bumped from large diameter wells and 
a gallery system. ;Fairbury also has a municipal well pumping 
from sandstone in eee Dakota Group. 2hie is well number A2-2- 
llcaa. It i, ueed as a preaaure maintenance well and it has 
yielded 28 million gallons of water over a 1144 day period of 
continuous pumping. This is the best proved well of the area 
in a confined sandstone aquifer of Cretaceous age. 
few industrial wells are in operation in and around Fair- 
bury. One of these wells belongs to the Aoode act ing Company 
and pumps Trop a sandstone aeuifer of the Dakota Group and it 
may prove to be a better sell tlin the one belonging to the above 
mentioned municipal system. 
At several localities in the area there are enough. wells 
pumping from a single aquifer for the locality to be considered 
as a well field. These fields are briefly outlined as follows: 
1. Central and southern Fairbury, i4braska well field. 
it is located in the Little blue aiver Valley Ground eater 
erovince. eater is being pumped from wells in a sand and grav- 
el aquifer. Bells are 30 to 50 feet deep. The water is used 
for air conditioning and industrial purposes. 
2. Crystal feprings well field. It is located on the 
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southweetern edge of the Little Slue eiver Valley Ground Water 
,.rovince. ,ater is pumped from wells in a sand and gravel aqui- 
fer. ;ells are about 30 feet deep. The water is used for muni- 
cipal eueposes. 
3. Northern Fairbury, 
on the southern edge of the 
rock Ground Water Province. 
Nebraska well field. It is located 
Central Jefferson County /Ugh Bed - 
,eater ie being pumped from con- 
fined to semi 
-confined Dakota Group sandstone aeuifers. 4,11 
depths ranse from 120 to 200 feet. The water is used for dom- 
estic purposes except City of Fairbury's pressure rnintnnance 
well which is used for nunicipal purposes. 
4. Lndicott, ;%ebreska well field. It is lootted on the 
northern flank of the Southern Jefferson County High Bedrock 
Ground eater erovince. Water is eumped from wells in a confined 
sandstone aluifer of the Dakota Group. ,yell depth ranges from 
70 to 150 feet. The water is used for domestic purposes. 
5. Eorthern Jefferson County Buried Valley Ground ,ester 
l'rovinco. The province is repidly becoming a well field. Water 
is being pumped from wells in a sand and gravel a,uifer. :ell 
depth is about 175 feet. Many of the wells do not fully pene- 
trate the aeuifer, a factor that raises pumping costs. The wa- 
ter is used for irrigation purposes. 
ell conseruction practices have improved over the past and 
will continue to improve in the future. Meny poor well construc- 
tion practices are not the fault of competent drilling contrac- 
tors but result from the proneeceivo owner's unwillingness to 
supply the economic incentive necessary for the construction of 
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ultimate designed wells and their eeneral ienerance of ground 
water end related well construction eroblems. The following 
specifications should be insisted on by a new erospective well 
owner as well as the contractor: (1) the well is to be cased 
with steel well casing or standard :ipe; (2) at least the upper 
20 feet of the hole should be cement-eroutea outside of the 
casing; (3) construction of a good cement platform around the 
well at surface; (4) instelletion of a sanitary well seal when 
pump is installed in well; end (5) the water should be teeted 
for pathogenic bacteria before using the well water for humeri. 
consumption. No serious senitetion problems exist in this area 
erd there need be none in the future if present and prospective 
well owners give sanitation the consideration it deserves. A 
polluted aquifer benefits no one. It represents bad conserva- 
tion of a natural resource and is an unnecessary economic loss. 
Hass -wasting along road cuts is becoming a problem of im- 
portance. In most of the new road cuts throuvh shale e of Cre- 
taceous age, creep and slump of earth materials is taking place. 
The processes are slow but easily recognized in this area. The 
sides of the road cuts are not too steep for dry earth material; 
however, this materialtecomes somewhat saturated in the fall 
and eseecially in the apring. In partially -to completely satur- 
ated condition, the road cut banks are unstable and they creep 
or flow down toward the reed. The force is gravity and the 
trigger mechanism is water. The problem could be greatly eli- 
minated by use of wet weather dreins under the hishweys and 
from the sides of large road cuts. A decrease in reed cut bank 
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slopes is also necessary. Some of the hard surfaced road beds 
are becoming slishtly hesmocky. This indicates poor road bed 
drainage, a problem that will become sericse in time, especial- 
ly ehere the rod bed materisl contains an abundant amount of 
the clay mineral montmorillonite. Good rood bed dreinage is 
essertiel if this problem is to be avoided. 
Some well construction eroblems ere directly related to 
geoloey. Shere the Creenhorn limestone must be utilized as an 
aluifer, seecial well completion techniques ere necessary. These 
technieues make use of acid and clay dispersing assents. `b'he 
poorly consolidated, silty sandstone beds in the gray shale fa- 
cies of the Omadi Sandstone ;resent another interesting comple- 
tion eroblem. A good domestic well that pumps else', sand -free 
water from this aeuifer, must be constructed by the following 
procedures: (1) the driller must know where the sandstone beds 
are and their thickness (rotnry drilled holes seldom yield this 
data); (2) eood hole conditions must be maintained; (3) a con- 
tinuous slot well screen must be set adjacent to the sandstone 
beds; (4) the screen must be centered in the hole and packed 
around its outside with sand; (5) steel pipe or well casing must 
be run from the screen to the surfece; and (6) the ueeer eart 
of the hole should be cement -grouted from 5 to 10 feet below the 
top of the Greneros Shale to the surface. There sre many more 
completion problems in the area however, that are beyond the 
scope of this resort. Most of the comeletion problems result 
from an inadequate knowledge of the eeoloey of the well site. 
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Good well samples must be obtained and their da,!th of occurrence 
accurately determined if the most effective well completion 
method is to be utilized. 
SUMMARY AND CONCLTAONS 
This investigation in essence has been nethia,% tore than a 
detailed rec nnaissance. By its nature it has dealt with aen- 
eralities (not specific details) read from the record of the 
rocks. As a result of the investigation the following conclu- 
sions are justifiable: 
1. Two aajor unconforuities occurred within the geologic 
time span covered by this relaart. They are the Permian -Cretac- 
eous and Cretaceous 
-Pleistocene unconformities. 
2. Cretaceous structure mapted at the surface is not an 
exact mirror image of the underlying iermian structure. 
3. Three mappable rock-stratigraahic units are recogniz- 
able in the Dakota Group; however, their boundaries are hat 
well defined. This situation results from the 6eneral absence 
of detailed bore hole data and' the continental nature of the 
Dakota Group. 
4. Aelief in the area at the close of Tertiary time was 
greater than present day relief. 
5. Nearly a complete Pleistocene section is present. The 
cyclic nature of this time atratigraphic series is clearly evi- 
dent in the Pleistocene series. 
6. Topography was the main sedimentational control 
throughout the Pleistocene epoch. 
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7. Two broad pre -Pleistocene valleys that were buried in 
:?leistocene time are present. These constitute the area's two 
isrGest ground water provinces when one thinks in terms of 
ground w.iter in storage. 
8. 2ive distinct ground water srovinces are present. 
9. :our major natural resources of the area are; (1) 
ground water resources; (2) high srede brick clay resources; 
(3) sand and gravel resources; and (4) soil resources. 
10. The post -.Permian geologic history encompasses the ap- 
proximate past 225 million years. impressive sedimentation 
- 
al record was produced during this time; hoever, throughout 
the ssjority of this time, erosion was the dominant geologic 
process, not sedimentation. 
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APPhNDIX 
)etailed logs of te Lore bolus used as control for con- 
structing. the cross sections on lei 2-4 are not presented in 
this reort for the following reasons: (1) many of the logs are 
of little value in correlation work to others unless they are 
presented in their entirety; to accomplish this would re(luire 
nearly as much space as was devoted to the body of this thesis; 
(2) formation tops and bottoms interpreted from the borehole 
data were carefully plotted on the cuss sections and at a 
scale of 1 inch * 100 feet, one can determine tops and bottoms 
within plus Cr minus feet at bore hole locations by direct 
maasurement from the cross sections. It should be noted that 
post-Eoldrege Formation tops and bottoms are questionable where 
the bore hole data were obtained fromstate Irrigation tell 
iiegistration tiecords. These holos are designated as Irrig.; 
and (3) loEs of the bore holes are on file ,111 can be exined 
by interested individuals or organizations. 
Logs of bore holes may be inspected by contacting the 
following sources: 
(1) Is 2L '1241 holes Jefferson County, Nebraska. 
based on test boles drilled by the Conservation andSurvey Jivi- 
sioh, Univoroity of I,ebraska, in cooperation with the Geological 
,111-vey, United ::.Ates ,epirtmer.tt of the Interior, durinE, the 
period 1931-1952, inclusive. iliblished. 
(2) ecords of all later work done by source (1) can be 
inspected but iu has not been published. 
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(3) Loes of bore holes by the 01e 0-eatch eater ,e)11 
Drilling eirm were correlated by the author and are on file at 
this business establishment in eeireury, Nebraska. 
(4) Logs of irrigotion (Jells that have been correlated by 
the writer are entered under source (3). Uncerreleted driller's 
lees o1 these wells are on file at the Jefferson County soil 
Gonservetion office, gairbury, Uebreeka. 
It should be noted that on elates 2-4 the altituee of cer- 
tain eet holes does not agree with the original source (source 
(1), page 124). This results because the writer corrected some 
altimeter altitudes ehere U. ). G. 6. topoereehic map theta in- 
diceeed they were Apparently in error. 
numoer of topoeraphic maps are available for this area. 
The following topeereehic maps are available for Jefferson Coun- 
ty, liebraska: 
cele 1:24,000, contour interval 10 feet, covereee 7.5 
minute series. 
eublished map -- Plymouth (1957) 
edvence--e;rints 
Fairbury 1 SE 
Fairbury 1 SW (eastern 6w) 
J'eeirbure 2 SE (Daykin) 
Fairbury 3 NI: 
1Gladstone) 
Teirbury 3 SE Reynolds) 
Zeirbury 4 NW iairbury) 
l'airbury 4 SW Feirbary OW) 
(The nerres in earentheees are the naees under which the new 
maps will be available, which eill be very soon in some cases.) 
Publiehed zap. Weetern United States 1:250,000, Lincoln, 
IK 14-12, contour interval 50 feet. 
Maps listed on page 125 are for pale by t;he U. S. Geolog- 
ical Lurvey, Topographic Division, Box 133, 'Aulla, Lissouri. 
Source of data used on Plates 2-4, in pockets 
(1) Jriller's lo, supplied by a,le Veatch and Albert 
Veatch, water well drilling contractors. 
(2) .12L4 21 2221 Lam, drilled by the Conservation and 
Survey Division, University of Nebmsks. 
(3) Driller's logs, from State of Ntbraska Irrigation 
Well Registration Recrds. 
(4) Llectric logs of stratigraphic test holes, drilled by 
Stanolind Oil & Gas Company, information released by Pan Ameri- 
can Petroleum Corporation. 
(5) Detailed surface .:;eologic studies made by liaurice D. 
Veatch, 1961-1962. 
Formation and Fluid Log Data Form 
For Water Well or Test Hole 
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Location: .A.2.7.2.7.21abc County Jorf (!) r.o 4n State: Nebraska 
Owner: City of FairkIlry, Nebraska Date: (6-28-52 ) 
Driller: Dale Veatell Well Drig.,Fairbuu,Nebraska Date: (6-28-52 ) 
Drilling Method: Type Hole: CRaed..te.Pt .11o1Q 
Correlation by: ..11auri.ce...Y.e.atch From: XTillfArls log 
Date (10-10-62) Topography: 1Jp.lkuid,.. 
A2-2-21abc (670 ft. south and 2380 ft. west of the northwest 
corner). Ground altitude, 1323 ft.,(t).Depth to water,8 ft. 
(6-28-52). 
Quaternary System 
Pleistocene Series 
Soil 
Clay 
Muck, sandy 
Muck,sandy,water bearing 
Sand and gravel;texture grades 
from sand to medium gravel, 
water bearing 
Depth, in feet Thickness 
From To in feet. 
0 27 27 
0 27 27 
0 2 2 
2 6 14. 
6 8 2 
8 16 8 
16 17 1 
Sand and gravel;texture grades 
from sand to coarse gravel, 
median:coarse gravel, water 
bearing 17 19 2 
Gravel,coarse texture,water 
bearing 19 20 1 
Sand and gravel,water bearing 20 21 1 
Sand and gravel,cemented,water 
bearing 21 22 1 
Sand;texture grades from fine 
to medium sand,water bearing 22 23 1 
Sand and gravel;texture grades 
from sand to fine gravel,water 
bearing 23 27 4 
Cretaceous System 27 -_- 
--- 
Dakota Group 27 --_ --- 
Sandstone,yellow,with interbed- 
ded shale 2 28 1 
Shale 2829 1 
Shale,varicolored clay 29 31 2 
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AEQTRAT 
investiLion describes the kA)st-ermian stratiTalV". 
(eolo6ic history, :.round water resources and geoeconomic materi- 
als present in Jefferson Dounty, t'49braska. Lxploration methods 
were used extensively to obtain both surface end subsurface 
data. these data are sumearized in the illustrative form of 
ten large scale geologic cross sections covering; approximately 
230 miles of traverse at a scale o 1:24,000. These cross sec- 
tions illustrate the are 1 and temporal distribution of the rock 
etratigraphic units in a form that oan be assimilated and inter- 
preted readily by the irofessional geolouist or the layman. 
Triassic and Jurassic rocks are absent from the area because 
it was emergent and unde-rgoing erosion during this intervl of 
time. The Dakota Group (Cretaceous) consisting of clays, shales 
and channel sandstone strota of continental oric:in rests uncon- 
formably on the marine strata of the Chase Group (iermln). 
During Dakota time, a true rine environment was inters 
present in the western rt of the county. Ole Colordo Group 
(Cretaceous) composed of rine strta, rests conformably on 
strata of the Dakota Group. Tertiary rocks are absent from the 
area because it was emergent 4nd underoing erosion during this 
time interval. Jefferson County was relatively rough, possesa.. 
inw over 450 feet of relief at the close of J:ertiary time. This 
pre-leistecene surface controlled sedimentation throwhout 
ileistocene time. Ten ree;ionlly correlative and several local 
units were deposited during lleistocene time. As a re3ult, 
almost a complete record of Pleistocene sedimentation and ero- 
sion is present in the area. 
andetone aquifere of the Dakota Group contain fresh water 
ou tout most of the area, but some aquifers are salty in the 
western and southwestern parts of the area. These confined 
aauifers supply most of the water to wells in two of the five 
ground water provinces of the county. Wills yielding up to 250 
gpm can be developed where 50 to 75 feet of asturated sandstone 
are present. eleistocene sand and gravel aquifers supply water 
to, wells in the other three gourd water provinces of the county. 
Wells yielding over 1000 gpm have been developed in the uncork. 
fined Loldrege Formation of Pleistocene age 
Two major unconformities are present. They are the uncon- 
formities between the Permian and Cretaceous and between Cre- 
taceous and Pleistocene rooks. The surface structure is not a 
true reflection of the subsurface Permian structure. The Dakota 
Group consists of three formations whose boundaries are not well 
defined. Relief present at close of Tertiary time exceeded that 
present today in the county. 
The cyclic nature of Pleistocene sedimentation illus- 
trated by he thick Pleistocene section of the area. Two broad 
pre -Pleistocene valleys were buried in Pleistocene time by al- 
luvium and today they constitute the two largest ground water 
provinces of the area from the standpoint of ground water in 
storage. 
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kour major natural resources in the area are ground water, 
hich grade brick clay, sand and gravel, and soil resources. The 
post -Permian record of sedimentation in this area is impressive 
but during the majority of this time erosion was thedominant 
geologic process, not sedimentation. 




